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PXJOH UP UIFJS QPUFOUJBM UP SFBMJ[F CPUI FYDJUJOH OFX UFDIOPMPHJFT BT
XFMM BT OPWFM FMFČSPOJD QIBTFT UIBU BSF JOBDDFTTJCMF JO BOZ PUIFS NB
UFSJBM DMBTT ĉFJS FYPUJD QSPQFSUJFT BSJTF GSPN B SBSF RVBOUVN PSHBOJ
[BUJPOPGJUTFMFČSPOTDBMMFEiUPQPMPHJDBMPSEFSuXIJDIFWBEFTUIFDPO
WFOUJPOBM CSPLFO TZNNFUSZ CBTFEDMBTTJėDBUJPO TDIFNF VTFE UP DBUF
HPSJ[FOFBSMZFWFSZPUIFSĞBUFPGPSEFSFENBĨFS *OĞFBEUPQPMPHJDBMMZ
PSEFSFE QIBTFT BSF DMBTTJėFE CZ UPQPMPHJDBM JOWBSJBOUT XIJDI DIBSBD
UFSJ[FUIFQIBTFPGBOFMFČSPOTXBWFGVOČJPOBTJUNPWFTUISPVHINP
NFOUVNĝBDF 8IFOBUPQPMPHJDBMMZPSEFSFEQIBTFJTJOUFSGBDFEXJUI
BO PSEJOBSZ QIBTF TVDI BT UIF WBDVVN B OPWFM NFUBMMJD ĞBUF BQQFBST
BU UIFJS TIBSFE CPVOEBSZ *O UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPST UIJT SFTVMUT JO UIF




BHBJOĞ EJTPSEFS ĉF IFMJDBM OBUVSF PG UIF TVSGBDF %JSBD DPOF JT IJHIMZ
OPWFMCFDBVTFUIF%JSBDFMFČSPOTDBSSZBOFUNBHOFUJDNPNFOUBOEBSF
DBQBCMF PG USBOĝPSUJOH ǉǈǈƻ ĝJOQPMBSJ[FE FMFČSJDBM DVSSFOUT XIJDI









UPST *O DIBQUFS Ǌ XF TIPX IPX QPMBSJ[FE MJHIU DBO CF VTFE UP HFOFS
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ĉJT UIFTJT XPVME OPU IBWF CFFO QPTTJCMF XJUIPVU UIF IFMQ PG NBOZ
QFPQMF UP XIPN * BN TP HSBUFGVM 'JSĞ BOE GPSFNPĞ * XBOU UP UIBOL
NZXPOEFSGVMBEWJTPS/VI(FEJLGPSIJTNFOUPSTIJQBOETVQQPSU )F
IBT CFFO B DPOĞBOU TPVSDF PG FOUIVTJBTN JEFBT BOE BEWJDF UISPVHI
PVU NZ HSBEVBUF DBSFFS BOE * DPVMEOU IBWF QJDLFE B CFĨFS BEWJTPS *
BN BMTP JOEFCUFE UP BMM PG NZ MBC NBUFT GPS UIFJS IFMQ BOE GSJFOETIJQ
PWFSUIFZFBST %BSJVT%BWJE:JIVB%BO"MFY'BIBE&ECFSU$IBOH
NJO 4UFWF $MBVEJB .BINPVE +BJNF 3ZBO ;IBOZCFL 5JNN *OOB
+PTIVB0[HF#ZSPOBOEBMMUIFVOEFSHSBEVBUFTUIBUIBWFQBTTFEUISP
VHI ĉBOL ZPV TP NVDI GPS NBLJOH TVDI B HSFBU MBC DPNNVOJUZ *E
FĝFDJBMMZMJLFUPUIBOLGPSNFSQPĞEPDT%BSJVT5PSDIJOTLZBOE%BWJE




DPOUJOVFT UP CF B HSFBU TPVSDF PG BEWJDF *E BMTP MJLF UP FYUFOE UIBOLT
JYUP )BEBS 4UFJOCFSH 1BCMP +BSJMMP)FSSFSP 7BMMB 'BUFNJ %JMMPO (BSE
OFS :PVOH-FFBOE-JBOH'VGPSCFJOHTVDIFOUIVTJBĞJDDPMMBCPSBUPST
BOE NFOUPST BU .*5 * BMTP XBOU UP UIBOL NZ PUIFS DPNNJĨFF NFN









$PME $IPDPMBUF XIP QSPWJEFE B NVDI OFFEFE FYUSBDVSSJDVMBS PVUMFU
"MTP NZ MPOH UJNF GSJFOE BOE SPPN NBUF 4JNPO XIPTF FEJUJOH TLJMMT

















UIFZ CSFBL " DSZĞBMMJOF TPMJE GPS FYBNQMF CSFBLT UIF DPOUJOVPVT SP
UBUJPOBM BOE USBOTMBUJPOBM TZNNFUSZ PG ĝBDF JO GBWPS PG SFEVDFE EJT















NFUSZ JT CSPLFO XIFO $PPQFS QBJST GPSN UP NBLF B TVQFSDPOEVČJOH
DPOEFOTBUF ĉJTTZNNFUSZCBTFEDMBTTJėDBUJPOTDIFNFPSJHJOBMMZEF
WJTFE CZ -FW -BOEBV <ǉ> XBT CFMJFWFE GPS NBOZ ZFBST UP CF UIF NPĞ









-FĜ BMPOF B 'FSNJ HBT PG FMFČSPOT XJMM CF NFUBMMJD CVU XIFO B ĞSPOH
NBHOFUJD ėFME JT BQQMJFE UIF FMFČSPOT DPOEFOTF JOUP DZDMPUSPO PSCJUT
BOE GPSN -BOEBV MFWFMT *G UIF TZĞFN JT UVOFE TP UIBU UIF 'FSNJ MFWFM
MJFT JOTJEF UIF FOFSHZ HBQ CFUXFFO UXP -BOEBV MFWFMT XIJDI DBO CF
BDIJFWFECZBEKVĞJOHUIFNBHOFUJDėFMEĞSFOHUIPOFXPVMEFYQFČUIF
NBUFSJBM UP CF FMFČSJDBMMZ JOTVMBUJOH BOE TIPX [FSP DPOEVČJWJUZ BD
DPSEJOH UP UIF TFNJDMBTTJDBM #PMU[NBOO UIFPSZ GPS FMFČSPO USBOĝPSU
<ǋ> )PXFWFSVQPOQFSGPSNJOHUIJTFYQFSJNFOUWPO,MJU[JOHBOEDPM









I JT 1MBODLT DPOĞBOU BOE O JT BOE JOUFHFS QSFDJTF UP OFBSMZ POF QBSU
JO B CJMMJPO JSSFĝFČJWF PG TBNQMF HFPNFUSZ PS JNQVSJUZ DPOUFOU ĉF
ǌEJTDPWFSZ XIJDI XPO WPO ,MJU[JOH UIF ǉǑǐǍ /PCFM 1SJ[F SBJTFE NBOZ
JNQPSUBOURVFĞJPOT 8IZJOBOJOTVMBUJOHĞBUFJTUIF)BMMDPOEVČJW
JUZOPO[FSPBOETPQSFDJTFMZRVBOUJ[FE  8IBUFMFČSPOJDĞBUFTBSFDBS
SZJOH UIF DVSSFOU  "OE ėOBMMZ IPX EP XF DMBTTJGZ UIJT OFX RVBOUVN
QIBTF  #Z BMM NFBTVSFT OP OFX TZNNFUSJFT XFSF CFJOH CSPLFO XIFO
UIF JOEFY O JO 	ǉǉ




5PQPMPHZ JT UIF CSBODIPG NBUIFNBUJDT DPODFSOFEXJUI UIF QSPQFS
UJFT PG HFPNFUSJD TIBQFT UIBU EP OPU DIBOHF VOEFS TNPPUI EFGPSNB
UJPOT ĉFNBUIFNBUJDBMRVBOUJUJFTUIBUEPOPUDIBOHFVOEFSUIFTFEF
GPSNBUJPOT BSF DBMMFE UPQPMPHJDBM JOWBSJBOUT "T BO FYBNQMF DPOTJEFS
POF PG UIF GVOEBNFOUBM UIFPSFNT PG UPQPMPHZ UIF (BVTT#POOFU UIF











IBT H = Ƥ BOE OP NBĨFS IPX UIF ĝIFSF JT EFGPSNFE QSPWJEFE OP
IPMFTBSFQVOČVSFEUIFSFCZDIBOHJOHUIFHFOVTUIFJOUFHSBMPOUIFMFĜ
Ǎ≠ ≠
6B;m`2 RXRXR, hQTQHQ;v Q7 +HQb2/ bm`7+2bX *HQb2/ bm`7+2b `2 iQTQHQ;B@
+HHv 2[mBpH2Mi B7 i?2 b?T2 i?2v +`2i2 b?`2b i?2 bK2 MmK#2` Q7 ?QH2b HX
h?Bb Bb #2+mb2 i?2 BMi2;`H Q7 i?2B` iQiH +m`pim`2 Bb  iQTQHQ;B+H BMp`BMi
i?i /2T2M/b QMHv QM H M/ Bb BMb2MbBiBp2 iQ Mv Qi?2` ;2QK2i`B+ T`QT2`iB2b-
++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 :mbb@"QMM2i i?2Q`2K URXkVX
TJEF PG 	ǉǊ
 XJMM BMXBZT ZJFME UIF TBNF SFTVMU BOE JT UIFSFGPSF B UPQP
MPHJDBM JOWBSJBOU ĉJT TBNF MJOF PG SFBTPOJOH BQQMJFT UP B UPSVT XIFSF
H = ƥ PS BOZ PUIFS DMPTFE TVSGBDF XJUI BOZ OVNCFS PG IPMFT "OZ
TIBQFT XJUI UIF TBNF OVNCFS PG IPMFT BSF DPOTJEFSFE UP CF UPQPMPHJ
DBMMZFRVJWBMFOUCFDBVTFUIFZTIBSFUIFTBNFUPQPMPHJDBMJOWBSJBOUBOE
DBO CF TNPPUIMZ EFGPSNFE JOUP FBDI PUIFS ĉJT UIFPSFN DBO BMTP CF
HFOFSBMJ[FEUPIJHIFSEJNFOTJPOBMDMPTFETVSGBDFT<Ǎ>
*OUPQPMPHJDBMMZPSEFSFEQIBTFTUIFUPQPMPHZPGSFMFWBODFJTVMUJNBU
FMZ UIBU PG UIF )JMCFSU ĝBDFmUIF NBUIFNBUJDBM ĝBDF ĝBOOFE CZ UIF
FMFČSPOJD XBWFGVOČJPOTmXIJDI DBO IBWF JOUSJOTJD DVSWBUVSF BOE CF
EFTDSJCFE CZ UPQPMPHJDBM JOWBSJBOUT ĉJT NBOJGFĞT JO UIF HFPNFUSJD
QSPQFSUJFTPGUIFQBSBNFUFSĝBDFPGUIF)BNJMUPOJBOEFTDSJCJOHBHJWFO
TZĞFN XIJDI JT B NPSF DPOWFOJFOU UIFPSFUJDBM MBOHVBHF UP VTF XIFO











[∇L × "(LY,LZ)][ EƦL 	ǉǋ

XJUI
" = −J⟨VL|∇L|VL⟩ 	ǉǌ

XIFSF UIF JOUFHSBM JT PWFS BMM UIF PDDVQJFE ĞBUFT JO UIF NBHOFUJD #SJM
MPVJO[POF<ǎǏ>BOEVL JTUIFQFSJPEJDQBSUPGUIF#MPDIXBWFGVOČJPO
<ǋ> ĉF#FSSZDVSWBUVSF ϕ = ∇L × "(LY,LZ)JTSFMBUFEUPUIF#FSSZ
QIBTF<ǐ>XIJDIJTRVBOUVNNFDIBOJDBMQIBTFQVSFMZHFPNFUSJDJOPSJ
HJOUIBUFMFČSPOXBWFGVOČJPOTDBOBDDVNVMBUFXIFODZDMJOHBDMPTFE
QBUI JO B QBSBNFUFS ĝBDF UIBU IBT JOUSJOTJD DVSWBUVSF 4JODF UIF #FSSZ
DVSWBUVSFJTPEEVOEFSUJNFSFWFSTBMӐYZ NVĞWBOJTIJOUIFBCTFODFPG
BO FYUFSOBM NBHOFUJD ėFME GPS JOWFSTJPO TZNNFUSJD TZĞFNT )PXFWFS
CFDBVTF ӐYZ JT QSPQPSUJPOBM UP B UPQPMPHJDBM 	$IFSO






UP UIF OVNCFS PG GVĞZ PDDVQJFE -BOEBV MFWFMTmBT UIF NBHOFUJD ėFME












6B;m`2 RXRXk, h?2 [mMimK >HH BMbmHiQ`X J2iHHB+ +?B`H 2/;2 bii2b T@
T2` i i?2 #QmM/`v #2ir22M  [mMimK >HH BMbmHiQ` M/ M Q`/BM`v BM@
bmHiQ` bQ i?i i?2 /BbiBM+i >BH#2`i bT+2 iQTQHQ;B2b 2M+Q/2/ BM i?2 BMbmHiBM;
T?b2b +M +?M;2X
ǐĞSFOHUI JT UVOFE BOE NPSF -BOEBV MFWFMT TJOL CFOFBUI UIF 'FSNJ FO
FSHZ UIF JOEFY O JODSFBTFT BOE NPSF DPOEVČJPO DIBOOFMT PQFO ĉJT
JTTVSQSJTJOHCFDBVTFBDDPSEJOHUPUIFTFNJDMBTTJDBM#PMU[NBOOUIFPSZ
PG FMFČSPO USBOĝPSU <ǋ> GVMMZ PDDVQJFE CBOET TIPVME CF FMFČSJDBMMZ
JOTVMBUJOH #VJMEJOHPOFBSMJFSXPSLCZ-BVHIMJO<Ǒ>)BMQFSJOTIPXFE
UIBUGPSBTZĞFNXJUI)BMMDPOEVČJWJUZӐYZ = OF Ʀ/IUIFSFNVĞCFO
CSBODIFTPGNFUBMMJDPOFEJNFOTJPOBMDIJSBMFEHFĞBUFTDPOOFČJOHBE
KBDFOU -BOEBV MFWFMT BU UIF TBNQMF CPVOEBSZ XIFSF UIF DIJSBMJUZ JT TFU
CZUIFNBHOFUJDėFMEEJSFČJPO<'JHVSFǉǉǊ><ǉǈ> ĉFTFNFUBMMJDFEHF
ĞBUFT BSJTF CFDBVTF UIF OPOUSJWJBM UPQPMPHZ PG UIF JOTVMBUJOH ĞBUFT SF
ĝPOTJCMFGPSUIFRVBOUJ[FE)BMMDVSSFOUDBOOPUCFTNPPUIMZEFGPSNFE
JOUP UIF PSEJOBSZ JOTVMBUJOH ĞBUFT BU UIF TBNQMF CPVOEBSZ 	XIJDI JO
DMVEFTUIFWBDVVN
 ĉJTJTCFDBVTFUIFOPOUSJWJBMUPQPMPHZJTBEJTDSFUF











LFO TZNNFUSJFT UP QSPCF JO UIF RVBOUVN )BMM JOTVMBUPS UIF QSFTFODF
ǑPGUIFTFNFUBMMJDĞBUFTBUUIFTBNQMFCPVOEBSZBČBTBOJEFOUJGZJOHTJH
OBUVSFPGUPQPMPHJDBMPSEFS





FĞ XBT FMJNJOBUJOH UIF OFFE GPS B ĞSPOH NBHOFUJD ėFME XIJDI DBO CF








EVDFEJO UIF FBSMZǊǈǈǈT TIPXFE UIBUJU DBO MFBEUP B OFX QIBTFDBMMFE
UIF RVBOUVN ĝJO )BMM JOTVMBUPS <ǉǊmǉǍ> ĉJT QIBTF DBO OBJWFMZ CF
UIPVHIU PG BT UXP DPQJFT PG UIF RVBOUVN )BMM TZĞFN XJUI PQQPTJUFMZ













6B;m`2 RXkXR, h?2 [mMimK bTBM >HH BMbmHiQ`X ai`QM; bTBM@Q`#Bi +QmTHBM;
`2TH+2b i?2 K;M2iB+ }2H/ BM i?2 [mMimK >HH 2z2+i iQ ;Bp2 irQ QTTQbBi2Hv
bTBM@TQH`Bx2/ 2/;2 bii2b i?i T`QT;i2 BM QTTQbBi2 /B`2+iBQMbX h?2b2 bii2b
7Q`K  bTBM@TQH`Bx2/ .B`+ +QM2 BM KQK2MimK bT+2 i?i bBib #2ir22M i?2
pHM+2 M/ +QM/m+iBQM #M/bX "+Fb+ii2`BM; Bb 7Q`#B//2M /m2 iQ i?2 #b2M+2











XIFSF O↑ = −O↓ *O NPNFOUVN ĝBDF UIFTF ĝJOQPMBSJ[FE FEHF
ĞBUFTMJOFBSMZEJĝFSTF JO PQQPTJUFEJSFČJPOT UPGPSN B %JSBDDPOFCF
UXFFOUIFWBMFODFBOEDPOEVČJPOCBOET<'JHVSFǉǊǉ> ĉFUPUBMDIBSHF
DPOEVČJWJUZJTHJWFOCZ

















 TIPX UIBU XIFO B MPOHJUVEJOBM FMFČSJD ėFME
JT BQQMJFE UIFSFJT B OFU RVBOUJ[FEUSBOTGFSPG ĝJO JO UIF USBOTWFSTFEJ
SFČJPOXJUIPVUBOZUSBOTGFSPGDIBSHF *UXBTQSPQPTFEUIBUUIJTQIBTF
JT UPQPMPHJDBMMZ PSEFSFE XJUI B UPQPMPHJDBM JOWBSJBOU HJWFO CZ UIF UP
UBM ĝJO $IFSO OVNCFS (O↑ − O↓) <ǉǌ> )PXFWFS BT XBT QPJOUFE PVU
CZ ,BOF BOE .FMF <ǉǍ> (O↑ − O↓) JT JOWBSJBOU POMZ XIFO Ӑ[ JT DPO
TFSWFE XIJDI UFOET UP CSFBL EPXO JO SFBM TZĞFNT EVF UP EJTPSEFS JO





DMPTF BO FWFO 	;Ʀ = Ƥ
 PS PEE 	;Ʀ = ƥ
 OVNCFS PG UJNFSFWFSTBM JO
















Z2 = 1 (odd # band crossings 
& surface states)
Z2 = 0 (even # band crossings 
& surface states)
6B;m`2 RXkXk, ;Ʀ iQTQHQ;B+H Q`/2`X UG27iV ;Ʀ = ƥ iQTQHQ;B+H Q`/2` /2b+`B#2b
M Q// MmK#2` Q7 #M/ BMp2`bBQMb i iBK2@`2p2`bH BMp`BMi KQK2MiX h?2
Q// MmK#2` Q7 bm`7+2 bii2b i?i `2bmHi `2 T`Qi2+i2/ 7`QK QT2MBM;  ;T
#v iBK2@`2p2`bH bvKK2i`v- i?2`2#v 7mH}HHBM; i?2 `2[mB`2K2Mi i?i iQTQHQ;@
B+H T?b2b Q7 Kii2` ?p2 K2iHHB+ #QmM/`v bii2bX U_B;?iV ;Ʀ = Ƥ Q`/2`
/2b+`B#2b M Q`/BM`v BMbmHiQ`- r?B+? ?b M 2p2M MmK#2` Q7 bm`7+2 bii2bX
h?2b2 `2 7`22 iQ ?v#`B/Bx2 M/ QT2M M BMbmHiBM; 2M2`;v ;T rBi?Qmi pBQHi@
BM; iBK2@`2p2`bH bvKK2i`vX h?mb- Bi +MMQi #2  iQTQHQ;B+H T?b2X ;Ʀ iQTQ@
HQ;B+H Q`/2` TTHB2b iQ #Qi? i?2 [mMimK bTBM >HH BMbmHiQ` M/ i?2 iQTQ@
HQ;B+H BMbmHiQ`- r?2`2 BM i?2 Hii2` +b2 ӊƤ Bb i?2 T`iB+mH` ;Ʀ iQTQHQ;B+H
BMp`BMi Q7 `2H2pM+2X
ǉǋCBOE FEHF XJUI BO TMJLF PSCJUBM DIBSBČFS JO UIF TFOTF UIBU UIF XBWF
GVOČJPOT IBWF PEE 	BOUJTZNNFUSJD
 BOE FWFO 	TZNNFUSJD
 QBSJUZ SF
ĝFČJWFMZ "OPOUSJWJBM;ƦJOWBSJBOUBSJTFTXIFOĞSPOHĝJOPSCJUDPV
QMJOH DBVTFT UIF WBMFODF BOE DPOEVČJPO CBOET UP JOWFSU BO PEE OVN
CFSPGUJNFTBUUJNFSFWFSTBMJOWBSJBOUQPJOUTJONPNFOUVNĝBDF	MJLF
L = Ƥ
 XIJDI JOEVDFT B OPOUSJWJBM #FSSZ DVSWBUVSF PG UIF PDDVQJFE
ĞBUFT ĉF PEE OVNCFS PG FEHF ĞBUFT UIBU SFTVMU BSF QSPUFČFE GSPN
PQFOJOH B HBQ CZ UJNFSFWFSTBM TZNNFUSZ XIJDI SFRVJSFT UIBU &(L,↑
)=&(−L,↓) <'JHVSF ǉǊǊ MFĜ> "O FWFO OVNCFS PG DSPTTJOHT PO
UIF PUIFS IBOE JOEVDFT BO FWFO OVNCFS PG FEHF ĞBUFT UIBU BSF GSFF UP
IZCSJEJ[FBOEGPSNBOFOFSHZHBQ<'JHVSFǉǊǊSJHIU> ĉJTWJPMBUFTUIF
OFDFTTJUZ UIBU B NFUBM GPSN BU UIF JOUFSGBDF CFUXFFO B UPQPMPHJDBM BOE
PSEJOBSZQIBTFUIVTBOFWFOOVNCFSPGDSPTTJOHTDBOOPUCFUPQPMPHJ
DBMMZPSEFSFE
















RVBOUVN XFMM IFUFSPĞSVČVSF <ǉǎ> )FBWZ FMFNFOUT BSF OFFEFE CF
DBVTFUIFQIBTFSFRVJSFTĞSPOHĝJOPSCJUDPVQMJOHUPJOEVDFCBOEJO
WFSTJPO *O ǊǈǈǏ ,POJH FU BM. FYQFSJNFOUBMMZ WFSJėFE UIF QIBTF JO UIF
QSPQPTFE )H5F	)H$E




ĉF EJTDPWFSZ PG UIF RVBOUVN ĝJO )BMM JOTVMBUPS BOE UIF JNNFOTF
BNPVOUPGUIFPSFUJDBMEFWFMPQNFOUUIBUQBWFEUIFXBZXBTBNPNFO
UPVTBDIJFWFNFOU BTFDPOEUPQPMPHJDBMMZPSEFSFEQIBTFIBECFFOEJT










UXFFO Ǌǈǈǎ BOE ǊǈǈǏ TIPXJOH UIBU UISFFEJNFOTJPOBM JOTVMBUPST DBO
BMTP CF DIBSBČFSJ[FE CZ ;Ʀ UPQPMPHJDBM JOWBSJBOUT <ǉǑmǊǊ> )PXFWFS
JOĞFBEPGCFJOHDIBSBČFSJ[FECZBTJOHMF;ƦJOWBSJBOUJOTVMBUPSTJOUISFF
EJNFOTJPOT BSF EFTDSJCFE CZ GPVS ;Ʀ JOWBSJBOUT ӊƤ;(ӊƥӊƦӊƧ) PG XIJDI
POMZ ӊƤ JT SPCVĞ BHBJOĞ EJTPSEFS 0SEJOBSZ UISFFEJNFOTJPOBM JOTV
MBUPST BSF EFTDSJCFE CZ ӊƤ = Ƥ XIJMF ӊƤ = ƥ EFTDSJCFT BO JOUSJOTJ
DBMMZ UISFFEJNFOTJPOBM UPQPMPHJDBMMZ PSEFSFE QIBTF DBMMFE UIF ĞSPOH
UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPS <ǉǑ ǊǊ> PS KVĞ UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPS 4JNJMBS UP
UIFRVBOUVNĝJO)BMMJOTVMBUPSUPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPSTBSJTFGSPNĝJO




JOUFSGBDFE XJUI BO PSEJOBSZ JOTVMBUPS MJLF UIF WBDVVN NFUBMMJD ĞBUFT
BQQFBS BU UIF CPVOEBSJFT TP UIBU UIF EJĞJOČ UPQPMPHJFT PG UIF JOTVMBU
JOH ĞBUFT DBO DIBOHF ĉJT SFTVMUT JO UIF BQQFBSBODF PG SPCVĞ UXP
EJNFOTJPOBMTVSGBDFĞBUFTUIBUXSBQBSPVOEUIFUISFFEJNFOTJPOBMCVML
JOTVMBUPS <'JHVSF ǉǋǉ> 4JNJMBS UP UIF RVBOUVN ĝJO )BMM JOTVMBUPS
UIFTF TVSGBDF ĞBUFT GPSN UJNFSFWFSTFE QBJST TP UIBU FMFČSPOT NPWJOH
JO PQQPTJUF EJSFČJPOT IBWF PQQPTJUF ĝJO QPMBSJ[BUJPOT XJUI UIF ĝJO
PSJFOUBUJPOMPDLFEQFSQFOEJDVMBSUPJUTEJSFČJPOPGNPUJPO *ONPNFO
UVNĝBDFUIFTFĞBUFTUBLFUIFGPSNPGBIFMJDBMMZĝJOQPMBSJ[FE%JSBD
DPOF UIBU TJUT CFUXFFO UIF CVML WBMBODF BOE DPOEVČJPO CBOET <'JH
ǉǎkx
ky
Real Space  Momentum Space
6B;m`2 RXjXR, h?2 iQTQHQ;B+H BMbmHiQ`X hrQ@/BK2MbBQMH K2iHHB+ iQTQ@
HQ;B+H bm`7+2 bii2b r`T `QmM/ i?2 i?`22@/BK2MbBQMH #mHF BMbmHiQ`X h?2
bm`7+2 bii2b `2 bTBM@TQH`Bx2/ M/ 7Q`K iBK2@`2p2`b2/ TB`b bQ i?i QTTQbBi2
bTBMb T`QT;i2 BM QTTQbBi2 /B`2+iBQMb rBi? i?2 bTBM Q`B2MiiBQM HQ+F2/ T2`@
T2M/B+mH` iQ Bib /B`2+iBQM Q7 KQiBQMX AM KQK2MimK bT+2- i?2b2 bii2b 7Q`K
 UmbmHHvV bBM;H2 ?2HB+HHv bTBM@TQH`Bx2/ .B`+ +QM2 i i?2 xQM2 +2Mi2` i?i
bTMb #2ir22M i?2 #mHF pH2M+2 M/ +QM/m+iBQM #M/bX h?2 .B`+ +QM2 Bb T`Q@
i2+i2/ 7`QK QT2MBM;  ;T #v iBK2@`2p2`bH bvKK2i`v (6B;m`2 RXkXk)X
ǉǏVSF ǉǋǉ> BOE JT QSPUFČFE GSPN PQFOJOH B HBQ CZ UJNFSFWFSTBM TZN
NFUSZ <'JHVSF ǉǊǊ> 4JODF UIFSF BSF OP DPVOUFSQSPQBHBUJOH ĞBUFT PG






























JOH VTJOH BOHMFSFTPMWFE QIPUPFNJTTJPO ĝFČSPTDPQZ 	"31&4
 <ǋǎ>
4IPSUMZ UIFSFBĜFS #JƦ4FƧ BOE #JƦ5FƧ XFSF QSFEJČFE BOE PCTFSWFE UP
CFUPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPSTBTXFMM<ǋǏǋǐ> ĉFTFIBWFCFDPNFUIFĞBQMF
NBUFSJBMTPGUIFUPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPSDPNNVOJUZCFDBVTFUIFZQPTTFTT
B TJOHMF %JSBD DPOF BT PQQPTFE UP #Jƥ−Y4CY XIJDI IBT ėWF 5P EBUF
UIFSF IBWF CFFO PWFS ǉǈǈ UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPST QSFEJČFE <ǋǑ> NBOZ




 TIPXT UIF DSZĞBM ĞSVČVSF GPS #JƦ4FƧ* U I B T B
IFYBHPOBMDSZĞBMĞSVČVSFBTNPĞUPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPSNBUFSJBMTEP
XIFSF UIF VOJU DFMM JT B RVJOUVQMF MBZFS PG BMUFSOBUJOH 4F BOE #J QMBOFT
2VJOUVQMFMBZFSTBSFWBOEFS8BBMTCPOEFEBUUIF4F4FKVOČVSFTNBL
JOHUIFTFNBUFSJBMTWFSZDMFBWBCMFUPUIFQPJOUUIBUUIFZDBOCFNFDIBO
JDBMMZ FYGPMJBUFE UP GPSN TNBMM DSZĞBMT PG POMZ B GFX OBOPNFUFST UIJDL
<ǌǊ> 'JHVSF ǉǋǊ 	3JHIU
 TIPXT BO "31&4 JNBHF PG UIF #JƦ4FƧ UPQP
MPHJDBM TVSGBDF ĞBUFT XIFSF UIF TJOHMF MJOFBSMZ EJĝFSTJOH %JSBD DPOF










Bulk band gap 
~0.3 eV
6B;m`2 RXjXk, "BƦa2Ƨ +`vbiH M/ 2H2+i`QMB+ bi`m+im`2X UG27iV h?2 T`QiQ@
ivTB+H iQTQHQ;B+H BMbmHiQ` "BƦa2Ƨ ?b  ?2t;QMH +`vbiH bi`m+im`2 rBi? 
mMBi +2HH ;Bp2M #v  [mBMimTH2 Hv2` Q7 Hi2`MiBM; "B M/ a2 THM2b i?i `2
pM /2` qHb #QM/2/ i a2@a2 DmM+im`2bX 6B;m`2 TM2H `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (9y)X
U_B;?iV _S1a BK;2 Q7 i?2 bm`7+2 2H2+i`QMB+ bi`m+im`2- r?B+? Bb ;Bp2M #v
 bBM;H2 HBM2`Hv /BbT2`bBM; .B`+ +QM2 i?i bBib #2ir22M i?2 #mHF pHM+2 M/
+QM/m+iBQM #M/bX 6B;m`2 TM2H `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (9y)X
ǊǈDBOCFDMFBSMZTFFODPOOFČJOHUIFCVMLWBMBODFBOEDPOEVČJPOCBOET
4QJOQPMBSJ[FE "31&4 NFBTVSFNFOUT IBWF DPOėSNFE UIF IFMJDBM ĝJO
UFYUVSFPGUIFTVSGBDFĞBUFT<ǌǋǌǌ> #JƦ4FƧJTUIFNPĞDPNNPOMZĞVE
JFE UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPS CFDBVTF JU JT IBT POF PG UIF MBSHFĞ CVML CBOE
HBQT 	ǈǋ F7
 PG BMM UIF LOPXO UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPS NBUFSJBMT BOE JU




8IJMF UIFSF IBT CFFO B MPU PG FYQFSJNFOUBM QSPHSFTT NBEF PWFS UIF






QSPQPTBMT JOWPMWJOH UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPST IBWF OPU CFFO SFBMJ[FE CF
DBVTF UIFZ SFRVJSF IBWJOH UIF 'FSNJ MFWFM BU UIF %JSBD QPJOU 8IJMF JO
TPNFTJUVBUJPOTUIJTDBOCFBDIJFWFEUISPVHIFMFČSPĞBUJDHBUJOH<ǌǊ>
JU IBT QSPWFO UP CF WFSZ EJđDVMU EVF UP IPX IJHIMZ EPQFE NPĞ UPQP
MPHJDBMNBUFSJBMTBSFBOEDBOOPUCFVTFEJOBMMFYQFSJNFOUBMDPOEJUJPOT








ĉF XPSLT QSFTFOUFE JO UIJT UIFTJT TIPX IPX MJHIU DBO CF VTFE UP
ĞVEZ UIF FMFČSPOJD SFĝPOTFPG UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPSTVSGBDFT EFĝJUF
UIF IJHI CVML DBSSJFS DPODFOUSBUJPOT UIBU PDDMVEF NBOZ FYQFSJNFOUBM
QSPCFT *O DIBQUFS Ǌ XF TIPX IPX QPMBSJ[FE MJHIU DBO CF VTFE UP TF












QPTJUF ĝJO )FODF QVSF ĝJO DVSSFOUT XIJDI BSF B OFU ĚPX PG ĝJO
XJUIPVUBOFUĚPXPGDIBSHFQSPQBHBUFBMPOHUIFTVSGBDFTPGBUPQPMPH
JDBMJOTVMBUPSJOFRVJMJCSJVN<'JHVSFǊǈǉ> ĉFTFDBOCFWJFXFEBTUIF










6B;m`2 kXyXR, hQTQHQ;B+H BMbmHiQ` bTBM +m``2MibX Sm`2 bTBM +m``2Mib-
r?B+? `2  M2i ~Qr Q7 bTBM rBi?Qmi  M2i ~Qr Q7 +?`;2- T`QT;i2 QM i?2
bm`7+2b Q7  iQTQHQ;B+H BMbmHiQ` BM 2[mBHB#`BmKX h?2b2 +M #2 pB2r2/ b
i?2 bmKKiBQM Q7 irQ +QmMi2`@T`QT;iBM; 2H2+i`B+H +m``2Mib Q7 QTTQbBi2
bTBM TQH`BxiBQM- r?2`2 i?2 iQiH 2[mBHB#`BmK +?`;2 +m``2Mi KUPUBM Bb ;Bp2M #v
KUPUBM = KSJHIU + KMFGU = ƤX h?2 2H2+i`B+H +m``2Mi +QMi`B#miBQM +``B2/ #v  ;Bp2M
bii2 Bb ;Bp2M #v i?2 bHQT2 Q7 Bib 2M2`;v@KQK2MimK /BbT2`bBQM K ∝ ∂&/∂L (RR)X
6B;m`2 TM2H `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (9e)X
TVNNBUJPOPGDPVOUFSQSPQBHBUJOHDIBSHFDVSSFOUTPGFRVBMNBHOJUVEF
BOEPQQPTJUFĝJOQPMBSJ[BUJPOTPUIFUPUBMFRVJMJCSJVNDIBSHFDVSSFOU
JT [FSP "QQMZJOH B WPMUBHF CFUXFFO UXP FMFČSJDBM DPOUBČT EFQPTJUFE
POUIFTVSGBDFPGBUPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPSUJQTUIJTFRVJMJCSJVNCBMBODFTP
UIBUPOFĝJOQPMBSJ[FEDIBSHFDVSSFOUEPNJOBUFTPWFSUIFPUIFSUSBOT
GPSNJOH UIF QVSF ĝJO DVSSFOU JOUP B ǉǈǈƻ ĝJOQPMBSJ[FE OFU FMFČSJ
DBM DVSSFOU UIBU ĚPXT CFUXFFO UIF DPOUBČT ĉJT BMPOH XJUI UIF FY
USFNFMZIJHITVSGBDFFMFČSPONPCJMJUJFTUIBUIBWFCFFONFBTVSFE<Ǌǋ>
BSFUIFMPOHTPVHIUNBUFSJBMQSPQFSUJFTOFFEFEUPSFBMJ[FNBOZQSPQPT
BMT GPS OFYUHFOFSBUJPO MPXQPXFS UFDIOPMPHJFT UIBU SFMZ PO UIF FMFD
USPO ĝJO EFHSFF PG GSFFEPN BT BO JOGPSNBUJPO DBSSJFS <ǊǌmǊǏ> )PX









*O UIJT DIBQUFS XF EFNPOĞSBUF UIBU PQUJDBMMZ ESJWJOH B UPQPMPHJDBM JO
TVMBUPSPVUPGFRVJMJCSJVNXJUIDJSDVMBSMZQPMBSJ[FEMJHIUDBOHFOFSBUFB
ĝJOQPMBSJ[FEFMFČSJDBMDVSSFOUDBSSJFECZUIFUPQPMPHJDBMTVSGBDFĞBUFT
XJUIPVU BOZ BQQMJFE WPMUBHF CJBT FWFO JO IJHIMZ EPQFE TBNQMFT <ǌǎ>
ĉJT PDDVST UISPVHI B QSPDFTT DBMMFE UIF DJSDVMBS QIPUPHBMWBOJD FĎFČ
<ǌǐ ǌǑ> ĉF FĎFČ SFMJFT PO UIF GBČ UIBU DJSDVMBSMZ QPMBSJ[FE MJHIU JO
EVDFTJOUFSCBOEPQUJDBMUSBOTJUJPOTXJUIBQSPCBCJMJUZUIBUJTTFOTJUJWFUP
UIF FMFČSPO ĝJO PSJFOUBUJPO <ǌǌ Ǎǈ> XIJDI JT B QSPQFSUZ JOIFSFOU JO
BMM NBUFSJBMT GPS UIF GPMMPXJOH SFBTPO ĉF USBOTJUJPO QSPCBCJMJUZ GSPN














TU PTPSCJUBMUSBOTJUJPOTBMMPXFE ρM ̸= Ƥ
<Ǎǉ>ĝJOPSCJUDPVQMJOHJT
QSFTFOU BOE NJYFT UIF ĝJO JOGPSNBUJPO XJUI UIF PSCJUBM JOGPSNBUJPO
4UBUFT PG PQQPTJUF ĝJO QPMBSJ[BUJPO NT = ±ƥ/Ʀ XJMM NJY XJUI UIF PS
CJUBM EFHSFF PG GSFFEPN EJĎFSFOUMZ CFDBVTF POF ĝJO ĞBUF XJMM CF QSJ
NBSJMZQBSBMMFMBOEUIFPUIFSBOUJQBSBMMFMUPUIFQSPKFČFEPSCJUBMRVBO
UVN OVNCFS NM 	FYDFQU XIFO NM = Ƥ
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a time-of-ﬂight based angle-resolved
photoemission spectrometer. PSD: position-sensitive detec-
tor. (b) A typical iso-intensity surface in (E,kx,k y)s p a c e
from Bi2Se3 collected simultaneously using linearly polarized
photons. (c) Diﬀerence of TOF-ARPES data measured using
right- and left-circularly polarized light. hν denotes the inci-
dent photon direction. (d) E − k cut through the CD data
volume in (c) along the angle denoted by the green dash in (e).
(e-h) Constant energy slices through (c) at the Fermi level and





◦ respectively. Green hexagons repre-
sent the Brillouin zone of Bi2Se3(111), red lines are the mirror
planes and the arrow denotes the photon incident direction.
shows that at a constant energy the sign of CD is re-
versed for states of opposite momentum and is reversed
again across the DP. Furthermore, the CD pattern is in-
variant under rotation (φ) of the crystal mirror plane
relative to the scattering plane [Figs. 1(e)-(h) insets].
These behaviors match the known in-plane spin texture
in the low energy region, which are tangential to the ro-
tationally isotropic constant energy contours [4, 5] and
reverse chirality across the DP.
The CD patterns change drastically away from the
low energy region (|E| > 0.1eV), where the Fermi sur-
face evolves from being circular to hexagonal in shape
[19, 23]. Here we observe new modulations in the magni-
tude and sign of CD as a function of the angle θ around
the constant energy contours [Figs.1(e)-(h)]. In partic-
ular, extrema along the ky axis (at θ =9 0 ◦ and 270◦)
at low energy [Figs. 1(e)-(h) insets] become nodes in the
high energy φ =0 ◦ spectrum [Fig. 1(e)]. Furthermore,
in stark contrast to the low energy region, CD patterns
at high energy undergo dramatic changes as φ is varied.
For instance, the nodes along ky in the Fig. 1(e) spec-
trum become extrema again in the φ =6 0 ◦ spectrum
[Fig. 1(g)] and only repeats itself under φ =1 2 0 ◦ rota-
tions, consistent with the symmetry of the underlying lat-
tice. This is reminiscent of the predicted θ dependence of
the out-of-plane component of spin ⟨Sz⟩ at high energies
[19, 20], which goes from minimum to maximum under
φ =6 0 ◦ rotation. Such behavior has been observed us-
ing Mott polarimetry only in Bi2Te3 [5] but not in Bi2Se3
[6] owing to the much larger value of ⟨Sz⟩ in the former.
Given that the overall CD patterns observed closely fol-
low the predicted spin-texture of the SS, we investigate
their possible connection by developing a standard model
of photoemission from topological SS.
The microscopic Hamiltonian for a system with spin-




+ V (⃗ r)+
 
4m2c2(⃗ P × ⃗ ∇V ) ·⃗ s (1)
where ⃗ P is momentum operator, V (⃗ r) is the crystal po-
tential, and ⃗ s is the electron spin. Coupling to an elec-
tromagnetic ﬁeld is obtained via ⃗ P → ⃗ P − e⃗ A,w h e r e⃗ A
is the photon vector potential, such that to ﬁrst order in
⃗ A:
H(⃗ A)=H − ⃗ P·⃗ A (2)
where ⃗ P ≡ e
m ⃗ P −  e
4m2c2(⃗ ∇V ×⃗ s). The photoemission ma-
trix element between the initial and ﬁnal states is given
by
M(⃗ k,f)=⟨f⃗ k| ⃗ P·⃗ A|⃗ k⟩ (3)
where ⃗ A ≡
 
dt⃗ A(t)eiωt is the Fourier transform of
⃗ A and |f⃗ k⟩ is the bulk ﬁnal state. The initial state
|⃗ k⟩ = u⃗ k|φi
+⟩ + v⃗ k|φi
−⟩ is a linear combination of two-
fold degenerate pseudospin states |φi
±⟩ at the DP that
are eigenstates of total angular momentum (orbital plus
spin), which is widely used in standard k · p descrip-
tions of topological SS [2, 17, 19, 24]. Because of strong
spin-orbit coupling, only pseudospin is a good quan-
tum number [19]. The coeﬃcients u⃗ k and v⃗ k deter-
mine the expectation value of three pseudospin compo-
nents: ⟨Sx⟩⃗ k =  (u∗
⃗ kv⃗ k +v∗
⃗ ku⃗ k), ⟨Sy⟩⃗ k =  (v∗
⃗ ku⃗ k −iu∗
⃗ kv⃗ k),
⟨Sz⟩⃗ k =  (|u⃗ k|2 − |v⃗ k|2). Importantly, because spin
is directly proportional to pseudospin [19], we refer to
the two interchangeably. For circularly polarized light
incident onto the surface with wavevector in the xz
plane, ⃗ A(t)=( Ax sinωt,Ay cosωt,Az sinωt)a n d ⃗ A =
(−iAx,A y,−iAz). Straight-forward application of time-
reversal and crystal symmetries [21] yield the following

















xAz⟨Sy⟩⃗ k − A∗
yAz⟨Sx⟩⃗ k]( 4 )
(a) (b)
6B;m`2 kXRXR, aTBM@/2T2M/2Mi QTiB+H i`MbBiBQMbX UV *B`+mH`Hv TQH`@
Bx2/ HB;?i BM/m+2b BMi2`#M/ QTiB+H i`MbBiBQMb 7`QK i?2 iQTQHQ;B+H bm`7+2
bii2b iQ bTBM@/2;2M2`i2 2t+Bi2/ bii2b rBi?  T`Q##BHBiv i?i /2T2M/b QM i?2
BMBiBH bii2Ƕb bTBM TQH`BxiBQMX h?2 bK2 ?QH/b i`m2 2t+BiBM; 7`QK Q++mTB2/
bTBM@/2;2M2`i2 bii2b #2HQr i?2 .B`+ +QM2 iQ mMQ++mTB2/ bTBM@TQH`Bx2/ }MH
bii2b BM i?2 .B`+ +QM2X U#V *B`+mH` /B+?`QBbK _S1a 2M2`;v@KQK2MimK
+mi b?QrBM; i?i i?2 QTTQbBi2Hv /BbT2`bBM; #`M+?2b Q7 i?2 bm`7+2 .B`+ +QM2
+M #2 T`272`2MiBHHv /2TQTmHi2/ #v mbBM; /Bz2`2Mi T?QiQM ?2HB+BiB2bX 6B;m`2
TM2H `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (99)X
ǊǐInducing electrical currents with circular light
Real space Momentum space 
No charge current in equilibrium:
jleft





6B;m`2 kXRXk, h?2 +B`+mH` T?QiQ;HpMB+ 2z2+iX aTBM@/2T2M/2Mi i`MbB@
iBQM T`Q##BHBiB2b 7Q` +B`+mH`Hv TQH`Bx2/ HB;?i HHQr 7Q` i?2 .B`+ +QM2 iQ #2
bvKK2i`B+HHv /2TQTmHi2/ UH27i KQpBM; bTBM@mT bii2b bii2b /2TQTmHi2/V-
+`2iBM;  KQK2MimK BK#HM+2 i?i H2/b iQ  bTBM@TQH`Bx2/ +m``2Mi iQ ~Qr
#v i?Qb2 bii2b MQi QTiB+HHv 2t+Bi2/ U`B;?i KQpBM; #Hm2 bii2bVX h?2 2t+Bi2/
bii2b #2BM; TQTmHi2/ #v i?2 QTiB+H i`MbBiBQMb UMQi b?QrMV HbQ +QMi`B#mi2
iQ i?2 iQiH +m``2Mi K2bm`2/ Ub22 KBM i2tiVX h?2 ;`2v bi`BTb `2T`2b2Mi +QM@
i+ib /2TQbBi2/ QM i?2 bm`7+2 iQ K2bm`2 i?2 T?QiQBM/m+2/ 2H2+i`B+H +m``2MiX
6B;m`2 TM2H `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (9e)X
PQQPTJUFEJSFČJPOTJONPNFOUVNĝBDFUPGPSNUIF%JSBDDPOF<'JHVSF
Ǌǈǉ> JU JT PCTFSWFE UIBU B HJWFO QIPUPO IFMJDJUZ QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ FYDJUFT
POF PG UIFTF CSBODIFT PWFS UIF PUIFS UP QPQVMBUF TPNF FYDJUFE ĞBUF
ĉJT BTZNNFUSJD NPNFOUVNEFQFOEFOU FYDJUBUJPO PG B %JSBD TZĞFN
JT B OPWFM QSPQFSUZ VOJRVF UP UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPS TVSGBDF ĞBUFT BOE
RVBOUVNĝJO)BMMFEHFĞBUFT






FYDJUBUJPO DBO PDDVS EVF UP UIF NPNFOUVNEFQFOEFOU ĝJOĝMJĨJOH
PGUIFWBMBODFBOEDPOEVČJPOCBOETGSPN3BTICBĝJOPSCJUDPVQMJOH
<TFFTFČJPOǊǊǌ><ǍǊǍǋ> #FDBVTFUIFCVMLCBOETPG#JƦ4FƧ BSFĝJO
EFHFOFSBUF UIFTF QIPUPO IFMJDJUZEFQFOEFOU DVSSFOUT DBO POMZ CF JO
EVDFE GSPN UIF IFMJDBM ĝJO UFYUVSF PG UIF TVSGBDF %JSBD DPOF ĉF DJS
DVMBSQIPUPHBMWBOJDFĎFČJTGVSUIFSNPSFGPSCJEEFOJOUIFCVMLCZDSZT
UBM TZNNFUSZ XIJDI JT EJTDVTTFE JO TFČJPO Ǌǋ ĉJT TVSGBDFĝFDJėD
NFUIPEPGHFOFSBUJOHBOEDPOUSPMMJOHĝJOQPMBSJ[FEFMFČSJDBMDVSSFOUT








UJDBMUSBOTJUJPOTJO UIF DJSDVMBS QIPUPHBMWBOJDFĎFČ )PXFWFSJO UPQP
MPHJDBM JOTVMBUPST UIBU BSF IPMF EPQFE DJSDVMBSMZ QPMBSJ[FE MJHIU XPVME
JOĞFBEQPQVMBUFUIFVOPDDVQJFEUPQPMPHJDBMTVSGBDFĞBUFTUPHFOFSBUF
BĝJOQPMBSJ[FEDVSSFOU
ĉJT DIBQUFS SFQPSUT UIF ėSĞ FYQFSJNFOUBM PCTFSWBUJPO PG UIF DJSDV
MBSQIPUPHBMWBOJDFĎFČJOBUPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPS<ǌǎ> ĉFFYQFSJNFO
UBM SFTVMUT BOE BOBMZTJT BSF QSFTFOUFE JO TFČJPO ǊǊ *O TFČJPO Ǌǋ XF
ǋǈQSFTFOU B QIFOPNFOPMPHJDBM NPEFM UIBU EFTDSJCFT UIF DJSDVMBS QIPUP
HBMWBOJD FĎFČ BOE PUIFS QIPUPDVSSFOU DPOUSJCVUJPOT CZ QFSGPSNJOH B
DSZĞBMTZNNFUSZBOBMZTJT
ǊǊ 0ĶňĹŇŋĵŉĽŃł Ńĺ ŉļĹ ķĽŇķŊŀĵŇ ńļŃŉŃĻĵŀŋĵłĽķ ĹĺĺĹķŉ Ľł
ŉļĹŉŃńŃŀŃĻĽķĵŀĽłňŊŀĵŉŃŇ#ĽƦ4ĹƧ
ĉJT TFČJPO JT PSHBOJ[FE BT GPMMPXT *O TFČJPO ǊǊǉ XF PWFSWJFX UIF
TBNQMFHSPXUIEFWJDFGBCSJDBUJPOBOEUIFFYQFSJNFOUBMBQQBSBUVTVTFE
UPHFOFSBUFBOENFBTVSFQIPUPDVSSFOUTJO#JƦ4FƧEFWJDFT 4FČJPOǊǊǊ















6B;m`2 kXkXR, 6J BK;2 Q7 "BƦa2Ƨ /2pB+2X  ivTB+H irQ@i2`KBMH 2t7QHB@
i2/ "BƦa2Ƨ /2pB+2 mb2/ BM 2tT2`BK2Mib ∼RkyMK i?B+FX h?2 +QQ`/BMi2 bvbi2K
`272``2/ iQ i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 +?Ti2` Bb bmT2`BKTQb2/ QM i?2 "BƦa2Ƨ ~F2- M/
i?2 2/;2b Q7 i?2 +QMi+ib +M #2 b22M BM i?2 iQT H27i M/ #QiiQK `B;?i +Q`M2`b








PGӉ ∼ ƪƤƤƤ−ƬƤƤƤDNƦ7T 8FOPUF





DPOUBČFE JO B UXPUFSNJOBM HFPNFUSZ JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǊǊǉ ĉF
EFWJDFT XFSF GBCSJDBUFE CZ NFDIBOJDBMMZ FYGPMJBUJOH #JƦ4FƧ ĚBLFT UP B




CZ FWBQPSBUFE FMFČSPEFT 	Ǎ ON 5J ǉǈǈ ON "M




FSBUF BOE EFUFČ QIPUPDVSSFOUT JO #JƦ4FƧ EFWJDFT ǐǈ GT QVMTFT PG ǐǈǈ
ON 	ǉǍ F7
 MBTFS MJHIU BSF EFSJWFE GSPN B 5JTBQQIJSF PTDJMMBUPS BU B




XJUI B MFOT UP B ǉǈǈ ӉN ĝPU TJ[F UP DPNQMFUFMZ JMMVNJOBUF B EFWJDF "
ǍǈYNJDSPTDPQFPCKFČJWFBOEBIJHISFTPMVUJPO$$%DBNFSBBSFVTFE
UP BMJHO UIF EFWJDF QPTJUJPO UP UIF DFOUFS PG UIF GPDVTFE CFBN XJUI BO
BDDVSBDZPG∼ǉ ӉN "MJHONFOUJTEPOFCZBEKVĞJOHUIFDSZPĞBUQPTJ




> ĉF QIPUPDVSSFOU TJHOBMT BSF QBTTFE UISPVHI
B MPX OPJTF DVSSFOUUPWPMUBHF QSFBNQMJėFS UIFO JOUP B MPDLJO GPS EF





















6B;m`2 kXkXk, S?QiQ+m``2Mi ;2M2`iBQM M/ /2i2+iBQMX UV "HQ+F /B;`K
Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH HvQmiX a22 KBM i2ti 7Q` /2b+`BTiBQMX U#V a+?2KiB+ Q7
i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH ;2QK2i`vX h?2 Hb2` #2K Bb BM+B/2Mi QM i?2 /2pB+2 i i?2
Qmi@Q7@THM2 M;H2 υ /2}M2/ 7`QK i?2 tv@THM2 M/ i?2 BM@THM2 M;H2 ϒX
S?QiQM TQH`BxiBQM p`B2/ #v `QiiBM; i?2 Ӈ/ƨ rp2THi2 UZqSV M/ T?QiQ@





UP 1 	һ = ƥƬƤ◦
 1IPUPDVSSFOUEBUBBSF DPSSFČFEGPS TNBMM WBSJBUJPOT
JOMBTFSJOUFOTJUZBTBGVOČJPOPGһEVFUPӇ/ƨXBWFQMBUFJNQFSGFČJPOT
ĉF BOHMF PG JODJEFODF PG MJHIU PO B EFWJDF JT JNQPSUBOU GPS JEFOUJGZ
JOH WBSJPVT QIPUPDVSSFOU DPOUSJCVUJPOT ĉF BOHMFT υ BOE ϒ <'JHVSF
ǊǊǊ	C
>BSFWBSJFECZBEKVĞJOHUIFEFWJDFQPTJUJPOXJUIJOUIFDSZPĞBU





0XJOH UP UIF IJHI UIFSNPFMFČSJD QPXFS PG #JƦ4FƧ <ǍǍ> MBTFS JOEVDFE
IFBU HSBEJFOUT JO UIF TBNQMF DBO DBVTF B CVML UIFSNPFMFČSJD DVSSFOU
CBDLHSPVOEJOBEEJUJPOUPBOZQIPUPDVSSFOUTHFOFSBUFE 5PJTPMBUFUIF
QIPUPDVSSFOUSFĝPOTFXFWBSZUIFIFBUHSBEJFOUCFUXFFOUIFDPOUBČT
CZ TXFFQJOH UIF MBTFS ĝPU QPTJUJPO 	Z
 BDSPTT UIF #JƦ4FƧ EFWJDF <'JH
VSF ǊǊǋ	B
> BU B ėYFE QPMBSJ[BUJPO 	һ = Ƥ◦
 8F ėOE UIBU B DVSSFOU
EFWFMPQTUIBUTXJUDIFTQPMBSJUZBDSPTTUIFTBNQMFBOEJTėOJUFFYBČMZBU
UIF DFOUFS PG UIF TBNQMF 	Z  ǈ
 ĉF DPOUSJCVUJPO UP KZ UIBU TXJUDIFT
QPMBSJUZ DBO CF BĨSJCVUFE UP B UIFSNPFMFČSJD DVSSFOU XJUI FMFČSPO
MJLFDBSSJFSTXIJDIJTDPOTJĞFOUXJUIPVSOUZQFOBUJWF#JƦ4FƧ 0OUIF














































6B;m`2 kXkXj, h?2`KQ2H2+i`B+ +m``2Mib M/ HBM2` `2bTQMb2X UV KZ/* rBi?
HB;?i Q#HB[m2Hv BM+B/2Mi i υ = Ʃƪ◦ BM i?2 tx@THM2 b  7mM+iBQM Q7 #2K 7Q+mb
TQbBiBQM v i `QQK i2KT2`im`2 r?2`2 v 4 y Bb i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 bKTH2X U#V
KZ b  7mM+iBQM Q7 Hb2` BMi2MbBiv * i v 4 y i R8 EX 6B;m`2 TM2Hb `2T`BMi2/
7`QK (9e)X


















DBVTF SPUBUJOH UIF Ӈ/ƨ XBWFQMBUF WBSJFT UIF MJHIU QPMBSJ[BUJPO CFUXFFO
MFĜ BOE SJHIUDJSDVMBS XJUI UIF GVOČJPOBM GPSN TJO(Ʀһ) ĉF IFMJDJUZ
EFQFOEFODFJOEJDBUFTUIBU$JTHFOFSBUFEUISPVHIBĝJOEFQFOEFOUQSP
DFTT ĉJT JT CFDBVTF MFĜ BOE SJHIUDJSDVMBSMZ QPMBSJ[FE MJHIU QSFGFSFO
UJBMMZJOUFSBČXJUIPQQPTJUFĝJOQPMBSJ[BUJPOTUIBUBSFFJUIFSBMJHOFEPS
BOUJBMJHOFE UP UIF MJHIUT XBWFWFČPS <Ǎǈ> EFQFOEJOH PO UIF IFMJDJUZ
<TFFTFČJPOǊǉ> ĉFPUIFSDPFđDJFOUTJO	ǊǊ
QBSBNFUFSJ[FIFMJDJUZ








ǋǏ6B;m`2 kXkX9, S?QiQ+m``2Mi TQH`BxiBQM /2T2M/2M+2 Utx@THM2VX KZ(һ)/*
rBi? HB;?i Q#HB[m2Hv BM+B/2Mi i υ = Ʃƪ◦ BM i?2 tx@THM2 i R8EX h?2 bQHB/ `2/
HBM2 Bb  }i iQ UkXkV M/ i?2 }i `2bmHib `2 b?QrMX 6B;m`2 TM2Hb `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK
(9e)X
TVSGBDFĞBUFĝJOEJĞSJCVUJPOCZDPNQBSJOHUIFNBHOJUVEFPG$BUEJG
GFSFOU MJHIU BOHMFT PG JODJEFODF #FDBVTF $ JT HFOFSBUFE USBOTWFSTF UP
UIF MJHIU TDBĨFSJOH QMBOF 	Y[QMBOF











ǋǐ6B;m`2 kXkX8, S?QiQ+m``2Mi TQH`BxiBQM /2T2M/2M+2 Uvx@THM2VX KZ(һ)/*
rBi? HB;?i Q#HB[m2Hv BM+B/2Mi i υ = Ʃƪ◦ BM i?2 vx@THM2 i R8EX h?2 bQHB/ `2/








ĞBOE JG UIF DPOUSJCVUJPOT -ƥ -Ʀ BOE % JO 'JHVSF ǊǊǌ BMTP TIBSF UIJT





QMJOH ĞSFOHUI <Ǎǎ> ĉFSFGPSF UP VOEFSĞBOE JG -ƥ -Ʀ BOE % BSF HPW
ǋǑ6B;m`2 kXkXe, S?QiQ+m``2Mi TQH`BxiBQM /2T2M/2M+2 UMQ`KH BM+B/2M+2VX
KZ(һ)/* rBi? HB;?i MQ`KHHv BM+B/2Mi i υ = ƭƤ◦ M/ ϒ = ƥƬƤ◦ bQ i?i i?2 Hb2`
2H2+i`B+ }2H/ Bb T2`T2M/B+mH` iQ i?2 +QMi+ib i һ = Ƥ◦ i R8EX h?2 bQHB/ `2/
HBM2 Bb  }i iQ UkXkV M/ i?2 }i `2bmHib `2 b?QrMX 6B;m`2 TM2Hb `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK
(9e)X
FSOFECZUIFTBNFJOUFSCBOEUSBOTJUJPOTUIBUHJWFSJTFUP$XFDPNQBSF
UIFJS EFUBJMFE 5 EFQFOEFODF ĉF JOTFU PG 'JHVSF ǊǊǏ	B
 TIPXT UIBU
UIF GSBČJPO PG JODJEFOU QIPUPOT BCTPSCFE CZ UIF TBNQMF UIF BCTPSQ
UJWJUZ FYIJCJUT B TIBSQ EFDSFBTF BT 5 JT SBJTFE GSPN ǉǍ , ĉJT JT HFO
FSBMMZ DPOTJĞFOU XJUI UIF 5 EFQFOEFODFT FYIJCJUFE CZ $ -ƥ -Ʀ BOE
%<'JHVSFǊǊǏ	B
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Fig.3 Gedik 6B;m`2 kXkXd, S?QiQ+m``2Mi i2KT2`im`2 /2T2M/2M+2 M/ #bQ`TiBpBivX
UV 6Bi `2bmHib 7Q` KZ(һ)/* b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i2KT2`im`2 7Q` i?2 ;2QK2i`v BM
6B;m`2 kXkX9X AMb2i, PTiB+H #bQ`TiBpBiv b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i2KT2`im`2 rBi? 1@
TQH`Bx2/ HB;?i Uһ = ƤV i υ = Ʃƪ◦X U#V S2`+2Mi +?M;2 Q7 i?2 #bQ`TiBpBiv M/
-Ʀ+Qb(ƨһ/%) b  7mM+iBQM Q7 T?QiQM TQH`BxiBQM i `QQK i2KT2`im`2X 6B;m`2
TM2Hb `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (9e)X






EFTDSJCF XIFO UIF JODJEFOU MJHIU JT 1QPMBSJ[FE XIJDI JT UIF QPMBSJ[B
UJPOUIBUJTHFOFSBMMZBCTPSCFENPĞĞSPOHMZCZTPMJET<ǍǏ> ĉFNPEV
MBUJPOBNQMJUVEFJTBQQSPYJNBUFMZǍƻPGUIFһJOEFQFOEFOUCBDLHSPVOE




WBUJPO UPHFUIFS XJUI UIFJS JEFOUJDBM UFNQFSBUVSF EFQFOEFODF <'JHVSF
ǊǊǏ	B
> TIPXT UIBU -Ʀ JT B USJWJBM NPEVMBUJPO PG UIF QIPUPDVSSFOU %
#FDBVTFUIFQPMBSJ[BUJPOEFQFOEFODFPGUIFBCTPSQUJWJUZJTSFQSFTFOUB





SFOU 	% BOE -Ʀ
 JO B UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPS JT OPWFM BOE XF FMBCPSBUF
POUIFJSQPTTJCMFNJDSPTDPQJDNFDIBOJTNTBOEUPQPMPHJDBMTJHOJėDBODF
CFMPX ĉF TJNJMBS CFIBWJPS PG UIF QIPUPDVSSFOU DPOUSJCVUJPOT -ƥ BOE
$ JO 'JHVSF ǊǊǏ	B
 TVHHFĞT UIBU -ƥ BMTP BSJTFT GSPN BO BTZNNFUSJD
EFQPQVMBUJPO PG UIF TVSGBDF %JSBD DPOF ĉJT JT TVQQPSUFE CZ SFDFOU
"31&4 NFBTVSFNFOUT PO #JƦ4FƧ TIPXJOH UIBU MJOFBSMZ QPMBSJ[FE MJHIU
EPFT JO GBČ DPVQMF EJĎFSFOUMZ UP PQQPTJUF CSBODIFT PG UIF %JSBD DPOF




UIBU UIFJS DPNCJOFE NBHOJUVEF JT B NFBTVSF PG UIF ĝJO UFYUVSFT USJW
JBM #FSSZ QIBTF <Ǎǐ ǍǑ> 1IPUPHBMWBOJD DVSSFOUT IBWF TJNJMBSMZ CFFO
QSFEJČFE UP CF B NFBTVSF PG UIF OPOUSJWJBM #FSSZ QIBTF JO UPQPMPHJ









 5)[ SBEJBUJPO SFHJNF TP UIBU POMZ JOUFSCBOE




QIPUPHBMWBOJD FĎFČ GSPN 3BTICB ĝJOĝMJU CBOET XJMM IBWF BO JOIFS
FOUDBODFMMBUJPOFĎFČ	UXPDPNQFUJOHĝJOEJĞSJCVUJPOT
UIBUJTBCTFOU




ĉF CVML OBUVSF PG UIF QIPUPDVSSFOU EFTDSJCFE CZ % BOE -Ʀ <'JHVSF
ǊǊǏ	C
> QSFDMVEFT B QIPUPHBMWBOJD PSJHJO CFDBVTF UIF QIPUPHBMWOBJD
FĎFČ JT POMZ QFSNJĨFE BU UIF TVSGBDF PG #JƦ4FƧ XIFSF ĝJOĝMJĨJOH JT
ǌǋFig.4 Gedik
(b) (a) Photogalvanic Effect Photon Drag Effect
6B;m`2 kXkX3, JB+`Qb+QTB+ K2+?MBbKb Q7 T?QiQ+m``2Mi ;2M2`iBQMX UV
L@bT+2 /2TB+iBQM Q7 T?QiQM ?2HB+Biv@BM/m+2/ +m``2Mib 7`QK i?2 .B`+ +QM2
pB i?2 +B`+mH` T?QiQ;HpMB+ 2z2+i BM+Hm/BM; +QMi`B#miBQMb 7`QK 2t+Bi2/
bii2bX U#V L@bT+2 /2TB+iBQM Q7 T?QiQM /`;X h?2 QTiB+H i`MbBiBQM ``Qrb `2
iBHi2/ iQ ++QmMi 7Q` i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 HBM2` T?QiQM KQK2MimKX 6B;m`2 TM2Hb
`2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (9e)X
QSFTFOUJOUIFFMFČSPOJDĞSVČVSF ĉJTNVĞUIFSFGPSFCFEVFUPBEJG
GFSFOU NFDIBOJTN UIBU JT BMMPXFE JO UIF CVML DBMMFE UIF QIPUPO ESBH
FĎFČ <ǎǈmǎǋ> 1IPUPO ESBH EFTDSJCFT QIPUPDVSSFOUT UIBU SFTVMU GSPN
UIFUSBOTGFSPGMJOFBSNPNFOUVNGSPNJODJEFOUQIPUPOTUPFYDJUFEDBS
SJFST <'JHVSF ǊǊǐ	C
> UIVT QFSNJĨJOH B QIPUPDVSSFOU FWFO JG ĞBUFT
BSFTZNNFUSJDBMMZEJĞSJCVUFEJOLĝBDF )FMJDJUZJOEFQFOEFOUQIPUPO




PG QIPUPO ESBH XBT PCTFSWFE BMPOHTJEF QIPUPHBMWBOJD QIPUPDVSSFOUT
JO B RVBOUVN XFMM TZĞFN <Ǎǋ> *U XBT QSPQPTFE UIBU UIF QIPUPO NP
ǌǌNFOUVN USBOTGFS PQFOFE B ĝJOEFQFOEFOU SFMBYBUJPO DIBOOFM JO UIF
ĝJOĝMJUWBMBODFCBOEUIBUDSFBUFEBĝJOQPMBSJ[FEDVSSFOU "TJNJMBS
QSPDFTT NBZ CF BCMF UP UBLF QMBDF PO UIF TVSGBDF PG B UPQPMPHJDBM JOTV
MBUPS XIFSF UIF SFRVJSFE ĝJOĝMJĨJOH JT QSPWJEFE CZ UIF %JSBD DPOF
)PXFWFS UIF CVML ĝJOEFHFOFSBDZ PG #JƦ4FƧ GPSCJET UIJT NFDIBOJTN





0VS NFBTVSFNFOUT TIPX UIBU UIF UPQPMPHJDBM JOTVMBUPST OPOUSJWJBM
CBOE UPQPMPHZ DBO HJWF SJTF UP B OPWFM OPOFRVJMJCSJVN FMFČSPOJD SF
ĝPOTF ĉF QIPUPDVSSFOUT PCTFSWFE BSF POMZ POF PG NBOZ QPTTJCMF
OPOFRVJMJCSJVN QSPQFSUJFT PG B UPQPMPHJDBMMZ PSEFSFE QIBTF <ǌǐ ǌǑ
ǎǍmǎǏ>BOEUIFSFBSFGFBUVSFTJOPVSEBUBUIBUDBMMGPSBEFUBJMFEUIFPSFU
JDBM USFBUNFOU *O BEEJUJPO UP UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG NFBTVSJOH GVOEBNFO




































FIG. S4: (a) ARPES spectrum of the Bi2Se3 material used to fabricate devices revealing the
absence of Rashba-split states in ultra-high vacuum. (b) Comparison of Rashba-split quantum well
states and topological surface states. CPGE currents induced in Rashba-split states experience a
cancellation e↵ect that is absent in the linearly dispersing surface states.
SI VI. Ruling out alternative photocurrent mechanisms
A. Circular PGE from Rashba-split quantum well states in the inversion layer
The circular photogalvanic e↵ect (CPGE) has been observed from Rashba spin-split states
in quantum well structures [24,25]. Similar states have been observed using ARPES in the
surface inversion layer of Bi2Se3 samples that were intentionally surface electron doped by
depositing certain gases or metals on the surface [34,35,36]. To check for these states, we
performed ARPES measurements on our Bi2Se3 material [Fig.S4]. The spectrum was taken
in ultrahigh vacuum and at room temperature several hours after the sample was cleaved to
approximate the band-bending that occurs in air. We ﬁnd no evidence of Rashba-splitting.
The Fermi level is approximately 120 meV above the Dirac point. Typically, Rashba-split
states do not appear until the surface Fermi level is doped to around 600 meV above the
Dirac point [34,35,36].
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FIG. S5: Time-resolved Kerr rotation spectroscopy measurement on the same Bi2Se3 material used
to fabricate devices. A 100 fs circularly polarized pump pulse of 795 nm laser light creates a non-
equilibirum bulk state spin-polarization. The spin relaxation dynamics are probed by monitoring
the Kerr rotation of a time-delayed linearly polarized probe pulse.  + and    represent left and
right circular polarizations respectively.
conduction band by circularly polarized light. Owing to the s-orbital nature (zero spin-orbit
coupling) of the conduction band, the spin-lifetime of these electrons is exceptionally long,
on the order of 10-100 ns [38]. This is long enough for optically excited carriers on the surface
to di↵use into the bulk while retaining their spin polarization. Spin-dependent scattering
can then occur to generate a spin Hall e↵ect current.
In materials such as Bi2Se3, any photo-induced spin-polarized bulk states will rapidly
depolarize before signiﬁcant di↵usion can occur. This is because both the initial and ﬁnal
states are spin-orbit coupled (p-orbital nature), in contrast to GaAs, which greatly reduces
the spin-lifetime of excited carriers. To show that this is the case, we performed time-
resolved Kerr rotation spectroscopy measurements on the same material used to fabricate
devices [Fig.S5]. A more extensive study was performed in ref. [39]. We ﬁnd that the spin-
polarization of optically oriented bulk carriers completely depolarizes in ⇠ 100 fs, which
is the resolution limit of our measurement. This is 5-6 orders of magnitude shorter than
the spin-lifetime in GaAs and short enough that any carrier di↵usion from the surface into
the bulk can be expected to have a negligible spin-polarization. Contributions from the
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jy = Csin2   + L1sin4   + L2cos4   + D α α α
FIG. S1: Photocurrent jy(↵) ﬁt amplitudes in the Fig.2(a) (main text) geometry over a broad
range of laser intensities at 15 K. (a) Low intensity regime. (b) High intensity regime. The blue
line is drawn to highlight the sub-linear behavior at high intensities.
SI III. Deviation from linear photocurrent response at higher laser intensities
As shown by eq. (1) in the previous section, photocurrents are expected to scale quadrat-
ically with the ac electric ﬁeld of the incident light, which is to say that they scale linearly
with the laser intensity. Figure 1(e) of the main text shows that jy(↵ =0 )s c a l e sl i n e a r l y
with laser intensity up until around I = 60 W/cm2, below which is the low intensity regime
where all reported photocurrent measurements were performed. Here we show the intensity
dependence of the corresponding polarization dependent ﬁt coe cients C, L1 and L2 from
eq.(1) of the main text over a broad range of laser intensities. Figure S1(a) shows that
their amplitudes likewise begin to deviate from the expected linear scaling when intensities
of greater than I = 60 W/cm2 are used, and become highly sub-linear at even greater in-
tensities [Fig.S1(b)]. These behaviors may be attributed to a combination of multi-photon
absorption processes, the saturation of certain interband transitions, and a temperature in-
crease caused by excessive laser heating. The last-mentioned is likely responsible for the
sub-linearity since Fig.3(a) of the main text shows that the photocurrent amplitudes de-
crease as the temperature is increased. This is further evidenced by the sign reversal of L2
in Fig.S1(b), which likewise occurs in the temperature dependence. It is therefore necessary
that all photocurrent measurements on Bi2Se3 be performed at low laser intensities.
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FIG. S2: Photocurrent jy(↵) taken with pulsed (red circles) and continuous wave (black squares)
795 nm laser light. Traces were taken in the Fig.2(a) (main text) geometry at 24 K and were
normalized to account for the small laser intensity changes that accompany changing the laser
emission mode, which slightly modify the current amplitude, to highlight the identical polarization
dependence.
SI IV. Identical photocurrent response by continuous wave and pulsed laser
excitation
While pulsed laser light is standardly used to induce polarization dependent photocurrents
in quantum well structures [24], we conﬁrmed independently that the pulsed nature of the
light does not inﬂuence jy(↵). Fig.S2 shows that traces taken with continuous wave laser
light and pulsed laser light of the same wavelength are virtually identical.
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FIG. S3: Photocurrent jy(↵)/I measured on a di↵erent device in the Fig.2(a) (main text) geometry
at 15 K.
SI V. Consistent results across multiple devices
To conﬁrm that the photon polarization induced currents observed were consistent across
multiple devices, a second device of similar dimensions was characterized [Fig.S3]. The
photocurrent response jy(↵) of the second device proved to be qualitatively similar to the
data reported in the main text. The slight di↵erences between the signals may be due to
ad i ↵erent crystal axes orientation relative to the contacts, which could a↵ect the relative
photocurrent magnitudes as discussed in SI II.
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0ĶŀĽŅŊĹĽłķĽĸĹłķĹŌĽŉļ1ńŃŀĵŇĽŐĹĸŀĽĻļŉŉļŇŃŊĻļĵ ӇǌŌĵŋĹńŀĵŉĹ
*OUIJTFYQFSJNFOUBMHFPNFUSZUIFMJHIUJODJEFOUPOUIFTBNQMFJTBMUFS
OBUFMZMJOFBSMZBOEDJSDVMBSMZQPMBSJ[FEXJUIQPMBSJ[BUJPO⃗ & = &Ƥ[DPTӂ
(DPTƦ һ −JTJOƦ һ),(ƥ+J)DPTһTJOһ −(DPTƦ һ −JTJOƦ һ)TJOӂ] ĉF
DPOUSJCVUJPOUPUIF QIPUPHBMWBOJDDVSSFOUGSPNUIF ėSĞ UFSN JO	 Ǌǎ

JTHJWFOCZ
ǎǊKY = Ƥ 	Ǌǉǉ






KY = ƥ/Ƭӕƥ DPTƧӓ + Ƨ/Ƭӕƥ DPTƦӂDPTƧӓ − Ƨ/ƨӕƦ TJOƦӂ
+ DPTƨһ(Ƨ/Ƭӕƥ DPTƧӓ + ƥ/Ƭӕƥ DPTƦӂDPTƧӓ − ƥ/ƨӕƦ TJOƦӂ)
+ TJOƨһ(ƥ/Ʀӕƥ DPTӂTJOƧӓ) 	Ǌǉǋ

KZ = ƥ/Ƭӕƥ TJOƧӓ + Ƨ/Ƭӕƥ DPTƦӂTJOƧӓ
− TJOƦһ(ҽ TJOӂ)
+ DPTƨһ(ƥ/ƨӕƥ TJOƧӓ + ƥ/ƨTJOƧӓӕƥ DPTƦ ӂ)




OBUFMZMJOFBSMZBOEDJSDVMBSMZQPMBSJ[FEXJUIQPMBSJ[BUJPO⃗ & = &Ƥ[(ƥ +
J)DPTһTJOһDPTӂ,−JDPTƦ һ+TJOƦ һ,(−ƥ−J)DPTһTJOһTJOӂ] ĉF
ǎǋDPOUSJCVUJPOUPUIF QIPUPHBMWBOJDDVSSFOUGSPNUIF ėSĞ UFSN JO	 Ǌǎ

JTHJWFOCZ
KY = Ƥ 	ǊǉǍ






KY = −(Ʃ/Ƭ)ӕƥ DPTƧӓ + ƥ/Ƭӕƥ DPTƦӂDPTƧӓ − ƥ/ƨӕƦ TJOƦӂ
− DPTƨһ(Ƨ/Ƭӕƥ DPTƧӓ + ƥ/Ƭӕƥ DPTƦӂDPTƧӓ − ƥ/ƨӕƦ TJOƦӂ)
− TJOƨһ(ƥ/Ʀӕƥ DPTӂTJOƧӓ) 	ǊǉǏ

KZ = −Ƨ/ƨӕƥ TJOƧӓ + ƥ/ƨTJOƧӓӕƥ DPTƦ ӂ
+ TJOƦһ(ҽ TJOӂ)
− DPTƨһ(ƥ/ƨӕƥ TJOƧӓ + ƥ/ƨTJOƧӓӕƥ DPTƦ ӂ)




*O UIJT TFČJPO XF EFSJWF UIF QIFOPNFOPMPHJDBM FRVBUJPOT HPWFSOJOH
UIF MJOFBS QIPUPO ESBH FĎFČ 	-1%&
























































































































































ϒYYYY Ƥ −ϒYZZ[ DPT(Ƨӓ)
Ƥ ϒYYZZ −ϒYZZ[ TJO(Ƨӓ)











Ƥ ϒYZYZ −ϒYZZ[ TJO(Ƨӓ)
ϒYYYY − ϒYYZZ − ϒYZYZ Ƥ ϒYZZ[ DPT(Ƨӓ)











−ϒY[ZZ DPT(Ƨӓ) −ϒY[ZZ TJO(Ƨӓ) ϒY[Y[












Ƥ ϒYYYY − ϒYYZZ − ϒYZYZ −ϒYZZ[ TJO(Ƨӓ)
ϒYZYZ Ƥ ϒYZZ[ DPT(Ƨӓ)











ϒYYZZ Ƥϒ YZZ[ DPT(Ƨӓ)
Ƥ ϒYYYY ϒYZZ[ TJO(Ƨӓ)










−ϒY[ZZ TJO(Ƨӓ) ϒY[ZZ DPT(Ƨӓ) Ƥ











−ϒ[YZZ DPT(Ƨӓ) −ϒ[YZZ TJO(Ƨӓ) ϒ[YY[












−ϒ[YZZ TJO(Ƨӓ) ϒ[YZZ DPT(Ƨӓ) Ƥ





















JOUFSDIBOHFPGUIFJOEJDFT ӊ BOEӁ ĉFTZNNFUSJDQBSUJTDPOĞSVČFE
BTGPMMPXT
5ӇӉӊӁ ∝ ϒӇӉӊӁ + ϒӇӉӁӊ 	ǊǉǑ

BOEUIFBOUJTZNNFUSJDQBSUBT
˜ 5ӇӉӋ ∝ FӋӊӁ(ϒӇӉӊӁ − ϒӇӉӁӊ) 	ǊǊǈ








* + ˜ 5ӇӉӋRӉ(ˆ 1DJSD)Ӌ* 	ǊǊǉ

ǎǑXIFSFˆ 1DJSD = J(⃗ &×⃗ &∗)BOE*JTUIFMJHIUJOUFOTJUZ #FMPXXFXJMMĞVEZ
UIF GVOČJPOBM GPSN PG UIFTF DVSSFOUT VOEFS UIF WBSJPVT FYQFSJNFOUBM
HFPNFUSJFTJOEFUBJM
0ĶŀĽŅŊĹĽłķĽĸĹłķĹŌĽŉļ1ńŃŀĵŇĽŐĹĸŀĽĻļŉŉļŇŃŊĻļĵ ӇǊŌĵŋĹńŀĵŉĹ
*O UIJT FYQFSJNFOUBM HFPNFUSZ POMZ UIF ėSĞ UFSN JO 	ǊǊǉ
 TVSWJWFT
"TTVNJOH UIBU UIF JODJEFOU QMBOF PG UIF MJHIU JT UIF Y[QMBOF TVDI UIBU
RZ = ƤUIJTUFSNCFDPNFT
KY = RYϒYYZZ + R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ
+ ƥ/Ʀ(−ƦDPTƦ ӂ(RYϒYYYY − R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
− ƦRYϒYY[[ TJOƦ ӂ + DPTƨһ(−RYϒYYZZ − R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
− (−R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)+RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOƦӂ)
+ TJOƨһ(ƥ/Ʀ(ƦDPTƦ ӂ(RYϒYYYY − R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
+ ƦRYϒYY[[ TJOƦ ӂ +( −R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)
+ RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOƦӂ)
+( −ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTӂ + RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)TJOӂ)TJOƧӓ) 	ǊǊǊ

ǏǈKZ = R[ϒY[ZZ TJOƧӓ − DPTƨһR[ϒY[ZZ TJOƧӓ
+ ƥ/Ʀ(ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƦ ӂTJOƧӓ − RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)TJOƦӂTJOƧӓ)
+ TJOƨһ(−DPTӂ(RY(−ϒYYYY + ϒYYZZ) − ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
− (R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)+RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOӂ
+ ƥ/Ʀ(−ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƦ ӂTJOƧӓ
+ RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)TJOƦӂTJOƧӓ)) 	ǊǊǋ

0ĶŀĽŅŊĹĽłķĽĸĹłķĹŌĽŉļ4ńŃŀĵŇĽŐĹĸŀĽĻļŉŉļŇŃŊĻļĵ ӇǊŌĵŋĹńŀĵŉĹ
KY =( RYϒYYYY)/Ʀ + RYϒYYZZ +( RYϒYY[[)/Ʀ + ƥ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ
+ ƥ/ƦDPTƦӂ(RY(ϒYYYY − ϒYY[[) − R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
+ ƥ/Ʀ(−R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)+RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOƦӂ
+ DPTƨһ(−(ƥ/Ʀ)RY(ϒYYYY − ƦϒYYZZ + ϒYY[[)
+ Ƨ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ − ƥ/ƦDPTƦӂ(RY(ϒYYYY − ϒYY[[)
− R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
+ ƥ/Ʀ(R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y) − RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOƦӂ)
+ TJOƨһ(ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTӂTJOƧӓ − RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)TJOӂTJOƧӓ)
	ǊǊǌ

ǏǉKZ = −R[ϒY[ZZ TJOƧӓ − R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƦ ӂTJOƧӓ
+ RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTӂTJOӂTJOƧӓ
+ TJOƨһ(DPTӂ(−RYϒYYYY + RYϒYYZZ − ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
+( R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)+RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOӂ
+ R[ϒY[ZZ TJOƧӓ)+DPTƨһ(R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƦ ӂTJOƧӓ
− RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTӂTJOӂTJOƧӓ) 	ǊǊǍ

0ĶŀĽŅŊĹĽłķĽĸĹłķĹŌĽŉļ1ńŃŀĵŇĽŐĹĸŀĽĻļŉŉļŇŃŊĻļĵ ӇǌŌĵŋĹńŀĵŉĹ
KY = ƥ/Ʀ(RY(ϒYYYY + ƪϒYYZZ + ϒYY[[)+ƩR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ
− DPTƦӂ(RY(−ϒYYYY + ϒYY[[)+R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
− R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)TJOƦӂ + RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓTJOƦӂ)
+ ƥ/ƦDPTƨһ(−RY(ϒYYYY − ƦϒYYZZ + ϒYY[[)
+ ƧR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ + DPTƦӂ(RY(−ϒYYYY + ϒYY[[)
+ R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)+( R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)
− RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOƦӂ)
+ ƥ/ƦTJOƨһ(ƨR[ϒY[ZZ DPTӂTJOƧӓ
− ƦRY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)TJOӂTJOƧӓ) 	ǊǊǎ

ǏǊKZ = −ƦTJOƦһ(RY(Ʀϒ[[YY + ϒ[[[[)DPTӂ
− R[(ϒYYYY + ϒYYZZ + ϒYY[[)TJOӂ)
+ TJOƨһ(DPTӂ(RY(−ϒYYYY + ϒYYZZ) − ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
+( R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)+RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOӂ)
+ Ʃ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ TJOƧӓ − ƥ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƦӂTJOƧӓ
+ ƥ/ƦRY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)TJOƦӂTJOƧӓ
+ DPTƨһ(Ƨ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ TJOƧӓ + ƥ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƦӂTJOƧӓ
− ƥ/ƦRY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)TJOƦӂTJOƧӓ) 	ǊǊǏ

0ĶŀĽŅŊĹĽłķĽĸĹłķĹŌĽŉļ4ńŃŀĵŇĽŐĹĸŀĽĻļŉŉļŇŃŊĻļĵ ӇǌŌĵŋĹńŀĵŉĹ
KY = ƥ/Ʀ(RY(ϒYYYY + ƪϒYYZZ + ϒYY[[)+ƩR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ
− DPTƦӂ(RY(−ϒYYYY + ϒYY[[)+R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
− R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)TJOƦӂ + RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓTJOƦӂ)
+ ƥ/ƦDPTƨһ(−RY(ϒYYYY − ƦϒYYZZ + ϒYY[[)
+ ƧR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ + DPTƦӂ(RY(−ϒYYYY + ϒYY[[)
+ R[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)+( R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)
− RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOƦӂ)
+ ƥ/ƦTJOƨһ(ƨR[ϒY[ZZ DPTӂTJOƧӓ
− ƦRY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)TJOӂTJOƧӓ) 	ǊǊǐ

ǏǋKZ = ƦTJOƦһ(RY(Ʀϒ[[YY + ϒ[[[[)DPTӂ
− R[(ϒYYYY + ϒYYZZ + ϒYY[[)TJOӂ)
+ TJOƨһ(DPTӂ(RY(−ϒYYYY + ϒYYZZ) − ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƧӓ)
+( R[(ϒY[Y[ + ϒY[[Y)+RY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)DPTƧӓ)TJOӂ)
+ Ʃ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ TJOƧӓ − ƥ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƦӂTJOƧӓ
+ ƥ/ƦRY(ϒYZZ[ + ϒYZ[Z)TJOƦӂTJOƧӓ
+ DPTƨһ(Ƨ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ TJOƧӓ + ƥ/ƦR[ϒY[ZZ DPTƦӂTJOƧӓ











USZ FMFČSPOJD QIBTFT UIBU FYIJCJU UPQPMPHJDBM TVQFSDPOEVČJWJUZ <Ǌǐ>
BOEBOBOPNBMPVTIBMGJOUFHFSRVBOUVN)BMMFĎFČ<Ǌǐǋǈ>XIJDIIBWF
ǏǎCFFOQSPQPTFEBTNFEJBUPTFBSDIGPS.BKPSBOBGFSNJPOT<ǊǌǊǐ>BOE




TZNNFUSZ BOE FMFČSJDBM QSPQFSUJFT BU BO JTPMBUFE TVSGBDF )PXFWFS B
NBKPSFYQFSJNFOUBMPCĞBDMFIBTCFFOUIFIJHIEFOTJUZPGNPCJMFFMFD
USPOT JO UIF CVML PG UIFTF NBUFSJBMT XIJDI DBO PWFSXIFMN UIF TVSGBDF
FMFČSJDBM SFĝPOTFT "MUIPVHI USBOĝPSU SFTVMUT PO FMFČSJDBMMZ HBUFE
TBNQMFTTIPXFWJEFODFGPSTVSGBDFDBSSJFSNPEVMBUJPO<ǌǊǐǈǐǉ>UIF
DPOUSJCVUJPOT UP UIF FMFČSJDBM SFĝPOTF GSPN DBSSJFST PO EJĎFSFOU TVS
GBDFT BOE JO UIF CVML BSF EJđDVMU UP TFQBSBUF BOE SFRVJSF IJHIMZ JOTV
MBUJOHTBNQMFT XIJDIBSFEJđDVMUUPQSPEVDF .PSFPWFS DPOUBČTBOE




UJDBMSFHJNF XIJDI IBTCFFOTIPXO UPCF EPNJOBUFECZ UIF CVML FMFD









#JƦ4FƧ *O TFČJPO ǋǉ XF EFWFMPQ B UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFM UIBU EFTDSJCFT
UIF4)(JOUFOTJUZGSPN#JƦ4FƧ JOUFSNTPGUIFTFDPOEBOEUIJSEPSEFS
























ĉF FMFČSJDBM SFĝPOTF PG B NBUFSJBM JT EFTDSJCFE CZ TVTDFQUJCJMJUZ UFO




JK &K + ӕ
(Ʀ)
JKL &K&L + ӕ
(Ƨ)
JKLM&K&L&M + ... 	ǋǉ

JOUIFFMFČSJDEJQPMFBQQSPYJNBUJPOXIFSFUIFJOEJDFTSVOUISPVHIĝB




























6B;m`2 jXRXR, $ƧW bvKK2i`v Q7 i?2 "BƦa2ƧURRRV +H2p2/ bm`7+2X h?2
i?`22@7QH/ `QiiBQM bvKK2i`v M/ i?2 i?`22 THM2b Q7 KB``Q` bvKK2i`v UB- C
M/ DV `2 BHHmbi`i2/X h?2 #mHF %
Ʃ
ƧE bvKK2i`v Bb ;Bp2M #v i?2 //BiBQM Q7 BM@
p2`bBQM bvKK2i`v Qmi Q7 i?2 T;2X h?2 iQTKQbi- b2+QM/ M/ i?B`/ iQKB+ Hv@
2`b `2 a2UkV- "B M/ a2URV `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 `2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22M i?2 +`vbiH
UT`BK2/V M/ #2K UmM@T`BK2/V +QQ`/BMi2b `2 b?QrM BM i?2 iQT `B;?iX 6B;m`2
`2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (d9)X















#FDBVTF ӕ(ƥ) JT BO FWFO SBOL UFOTPS BOE 1J BOE &K BSF CPUI PEE VOEFS
UIF PQFSBUJPO PG JOWFSTJPO B ėSĞPSEFS SFĝPOTF JT QFSNJĨFE SFHBSE
ǐǈMFTT PG XIFUIFS PS OPU DSZĞBM JOWFSTJPO TZNNFUSZ JT QSFTFOU ĉFSF
GPSFUIFMJOFBSFMFČSPOJDSFĝPOTFDBOJODMVEFDPOUSJCVUJPOTGSPNCPUI
UIF JOWFSTJPO TZNNFUSJD CVML PG #JƦ4FƧ BT XFMM BT GSPN UIF 	ǉǉǉ
 TVS
GBDFXIFSFJOWFSTJPOTZNNFUSZJTOFDFTTBSJMZCSPLFO<ǐǑ> ĉFJOEJWJE
VBM UFOTPS FMFNFOUT DBO CF GPVOE CZ USBOTGPSNJOH ӕ(ƥ) VOEFS UIF SPUB
UJPONJSSPSBOEJOWFSTJPOTZNNFUSZPQFSBUJPOTUIBUDIBSBČFSJ[FCVML
#JƦ4FƧ WJB 	ǋǊ




















ƦƦ  BOE ӕ(ƥ)
ƧƧ BSF TDBMBST <Ǐǎ> ĉJT NBOEBUFT BO JTPUSPQJD
ėSĞPSEFS FMFČSPOJD SFĝPOTF JO UIF 	ǉǉǉ
 QMBOF "ĝFČT PG UIJT SF
ĝPOTFIBWFCFFONFBTVSFECZDPOWFOUJPOBMUSBOĝPSUBOEMJOFBSPQUJ
DBMĞVEJFTXIFSFUIFCVMLDPOUSJCVUJPOIBTCFFOTIPXOUPEPNJOBUF
8F OPX BOBMZ[F IPX UIF #JƦ4FƧ	ǉǉǉ
 DSZĞBM TZNNFUSZ BĎFČT UIF
TFDPOEPSEFS EJQPMBS SFĝPOTF ӕ(Ʀ) 'SPN 	ǋǊ
 XF TFF UIBU BMM PG UIF
DPNQPOFOUT PG PEE SBOL UFOTPST NVĞ WBOJTI VOEFS UIF JOWFSTJPO PQ
FSBUPS5JK = −ҾJK CFDBVTFFBDIDPNQPOFOUJTNBQQFEUPUIFOFHBUJWF
PGJUTFMG ĉFSFGPSFBMMǊǏDPNQPOFOUTPG ӕ(Ʀ) NVĞCF[FSPJOUIFJOWFS
TJPO TZNNFUSJD CVML PG #JƦ4FƧ )PXFWFS BU UIF DMFBWFE 	ǉǉǉ
 TVSGBDF
JOWFSTJPO TZNNFUSZ JT CSPLFO BOE UIF DSZĞBM TZNNFUSZ JT SFEVDFE UP
ǐǉ$ƧW TZNNFUSZ *OUIFDBTFPG#JƦ4FƧDMFBWBHFPDDVSTOBUVSBMMZCFUXFFO
UXP4FMBZFSTUIBUBSFWBOEFS8BBMTCPOEFEUPFYQPTFMBSHFPQUJDBMMZĚBU
BSFBT UIBU BSF 4F UFSNJOBUFE <Ǌǌ Ǌǐ ǊǑ> 0XJOH UP UIJT MBDL PG JOWFS
TJPO TZNNFUSZ OPOWBOJTIJOH DPNQPOFOUT PG PEE SBOL UFOTPST TVDI
BT ӕ(Ʀ) BSFQFSNJĨFEUPFYJĞ 4JNJMBSUPUIFQSPDFEVSFVTFEUPėOEUIF
ӕ(ƥ) DPNQPOFOUT UIF ӕ(Ʀ) UFOTPSFMFNFOUTDBO CF GPVOE CZUSBOTGPSN




































































































































































































































































































      
(2)









6B;m`2 jXRXk, a>: +iBp2 `2;BQMbX a>: +iBp2 `2;BQMb r?2`2 ӕ(Ʀ) + ӕ(Ƨ)E ̸=
Ƥ- r?B+? `2T`2b2Mi i?2 bm`7+2 Uv2HHQrV M/ ++mKmHiBQM `2;BQM Ur?Bi2V +QM@






DPOėOFEOFBSUIFTVSGBDFCZBCBOECFOEJOHJOEVDFEFMFČSJDėFME ⃗ E EJ
SFČFE QFSQFOEJDVMBS UP UIF TVSGBDF 4)( JT IJHIMZ TFOTJUJWF UP B ĞBUJD
FMFČSJD ėFME CFDBVTF JU BČT UP CSFBL JOWFSTJPO TZNNFUSZ PWFS UIF BD







USZ DPOĞSBJOUT BT ӕ(Ʀ) UIF PWFSBMM TZNNFUSZ PG UIF 4)( JOUFOTJUZ BT B
GVOČJPOPGUIFDSZĞBMPSJFOUBUJPONVĞSFNBJOVODIBOHFEJOUIFQSFT
FODFPG ⃗ EBTXJMMCFTIPXOCFMPXXJUIFBDIӕ(Ʀ)UFOTPSFMFNFOUTJNQMZ
CFJOHFOIBODFECZUIFBEEJUJPOPGB ӕ(Ƨ)⃗ E UFOTPSFMFNFOU
8FOPXJNQPTFUIFTBNFTZNNFUSZDPOEJUJPOTPO ӕ(Ƨ) BTXBTEPOF
BCPWF GPS ӕ(Ʀ) 6OMJLF PEE SBOL UFOTPST BMM DPNQPOFOUT PG FWFO SBOL
UFOTPST EP OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ WBOJTI VOEFS JOWFSTJPO TZNNFUSZ ĉFSF
GPSFUIFEPNJOBOUӕ(Ƨ)DPOUSJCVUJPOUP4)(XJMMCFGSPNUIFCVMLSBUIFS
UIBO UIF TVSGBDF )PXFWFS 4)( XJMM POMZ CF HFOFSBUFE CZ ӕ(Ƨ) PWFS
UIFėOJUFBDDVNVMBUJPOSFHJPOUIBUUIFCBOECFOEJOHėFME ⃗ E QFOFUSBUFT
JOUP UIF CVML *O HFOFSBM ӕ(Ƨ) IBT ǐǉ DPNQPOFOUT 6OEFS UIF USBOTGPS
NBUJPOT CZ UIF TZNNFUSZ PQFSBUJPOT PG %
Ʃ


































































































































ӕYYYY Ƥ −ӕYZZ[ DPT(Ƨӓ)
Ƥ ӕYYZZ −ӕYZZ[ TJO(Ƨӓ)










Ƥ ӕYZYZ −ӕYZZ[ TJO(Ƨӓ)
ӕYYYY − ӕYYZZ − ӕYZYZ Ƥ ӕYZZ[ DPT(Ƨӓ)










−ӕY[ZZ DPT(Ƨӓ) −ӕY[ZZ TJO(Ƨӓ) ӕY[Y[











Ƥ ӕYYYY − ӕYYZZ − ӕYZYZ −ӕYZZ[ TJO(Ƨӓ)
ӕYZYZ Ƥ ӕYZZ[ DPT(Ƨӓ)











ӕYYZZ Ƥ ӕYZZ[ DPT(Ƨӓ)
Ƥ ӕYYYY ӕYZZ[ TJO(Ƨӓ)











−ӕY[ZZ TJO(Ƨӓ) ӕY[ZZ DPT(Ƨӓ) Ƥ












−ӕ[YZZ DPT(Ƨӓ) −ӕ[YZZ TJO(Ƨӓ) ӕ[YY[











−ӕ[YZZ TJO(Ƨӓ) ӕ[YZZ DPT(Ƨӓ) Ƥ


















UIBU XJMM IBWF UIF TBNF TZNNFUSZ QSPQFSUJFT BT CPUI UIF TVSGBDF ӕ(Ʀ)
BOE ӕ(Ƨ) UFOTPST <Ǐǎ> TIPXO BCPWF ĉF CVML FMFČSJD RVBESVQPMF BOE
NBHOFUJD EJQPMF DPOUSJCVUJPOT BSF UIF EPNJOBOU PG UIFTF IJHIFS NVM
UJQPMF TVTDFQUJCJMJUJFT IPXFWFS UIFZ BSF HFOFSBMMZ TVQQSFTTFE SFMBUJWF
UPUIFEJQPMBSTVTDFQUJCJMJUJFTCZBGBČPSPGLBXIFSFLJTUIFXBWFWFD
UPS PG UIF JODJEFOU MJHIU BOE B JT B MBĨJDF DPOĞBOU <ǐǑ> *O SFĚFČJPO
NFBTVSFNFOUT UIF CVML DPOUSJCVUJPO POMZ DPNFT GSPN B MBZFS XJUIJO
UIF PQUJDBM QFOFUSBUJPO EFQUI 	Ӌ
 PG UIF JODJEFOU MJHIU XIJDI XF NFB
TVSFUPCF∼ǊǍONBUǏǑǍON<TFČJPOǋǊǉ> ĉFTVSGBDFDPOUSJCVUJPO
XJMM DPNF GSPN UIF FOUJSF EFQUI E PWFS XIJDI UIF TVSGBDF XBWFGVOD
UJPOT QFOFUSBUF JOUP UIF CVML XIJDI JT PG UIF PSEFS E ≡  WG/ρ ∼ ǉǈ
ª GPSĞBUFTXJUIJOUIFCVMLHBQBOEJTNVDIMBSHFSGPSĞBUFTOPUJOUIF
CVML HBQ XIFSF WG JT UIF 'FSNJ WFMPDJUZ   JT UIF SFEVDFE 1MBODLT DPO









Ʀ.Ʃ×ƥƤƦª|Ʀ ∼ ƪƨƤ *OEFFE NFBTVSFNFOUT PO PUIFS
ĞSPOH ĝJOPSCJU DPVQMFE NBUFSJBMT TVDI BT "V JO UIF SFHJNF XIFSF
JOUFSCBOEUSBOTJUJPOTEPNJOBUF	ρ <  ӗ
IBWFTIPXOUIBUUIFTFCVML
ǐǑDPOUSJCVUJPOTBSFHSFBUMZTVQQSFTTFE<Ǒǋ> #VMLDPOUSJCVUJPOTIBWFPOMZ
CFFO TIPXO UP CF PCTFSWBCMF XIFO ρ >  ӗ XIFSF UIF QFOFUSBUJPO
EFQUIPGUIFMJHIUJOUPUIFDSZĞBMJTWFSZEFFQ<Ǒǌ> "MMPGPVSNFBTVSF






















Ǒǈ6B;m`2 jXRXj, a>: Hb2` #2K ;2QK2i`v M/ TQH`BxiBQMbX a+?2KiB+
Q7 i?2 BM+QKBM; M/ Qmi;QBM; Hb2` #2K ;2QK2i`v M/ TQH`BxiBQMbX h?2
TQH`BxiBQM p2+iQ`b Q7 i?2 7mM/K2MiH M/ b2+QM/ ?`KQMB+ #2Kb `2 H@
#2H2/ #v HQr2` +b2 M/ mTT2` +b2 H2ii2`b `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 +`2K +QHQ`2/
`2;BQM i [ = Ƥ /2MQi2b i?2 MQMHBM2` TQH`BxiBQM b?22i i i?2 bm`7+2 b /2@
b+`B#2/ BM (N8)X h?2 BMi2`+iBQM pQHmK2 Q7 i?2 #2Kb Bb /2K`+i2/ #v i?2
;`22M b?/2/ `2;BQMX h?2 #2Kb `2 /BbTH+2/ ?Q`BxQMiHHv 7Q` pBbmH +H`BivX




































0VSFYQFSJNFOUTBSFQFSGPSNFEBUӂJO = ӂPVU = ƨƩ◦ BOEXFBTTVNF
ҿ(ӗ)=ҿ(Ʀӗ)=Ʀƭ ĉFMBĨFSBTTVNQUJPOJTCBTFEPOPVSNFBTVSF





QSFTTJPOT GPS UIF JOUFOTJUZ PG TFDPOE IBSNPOJD SBEJBUJPO BT B GVOČJPO
PG UIF JOQMBOF DSZĞBM PSJFOUBUJPO BOHMF ӓ <'JHVSF ǋǉǉ> VOEFS EJĎFS
FOUMJOFBSQPMBSJ[BUJPOHFPNFUSJFTBOEDJSDVMBSQPMBSJ[BUJPOHFPNFUSJFT
BTGPMMPXT
*11(Ʀӗ)=" |D(Ƨ) − Ƥ.ƤƦƩD(ƥ) DPT(Ƨӓ)|Ʀ
*41(Ʀӗ)=" |D(Ʀ) + Ƥ.ƤƥƪD(ƥ) DPT(Ƨӓ)|Ʀ
*14(Ʀӗ)=" |Ƥ.ƤƦƤD(ƥ) TJO(Ƨӓ)|Ʀ





















|D(Ʃ) + Ƥ.ƤƨƥD(ƥ) DPT(Ƨӓ)|Ʀ
+Ƥ.ƤƨƤD(ƥ) TJO(Ƨӓ)|Ʀ 	ǋǏ

ĉF DJSDVMBS EJDISPJTN FYQSFTTJPOT EFėOFE BT $%4 ≡ *34 − *-4 BOE










−(D(ƥ))† × D(Ʃ)]TJO(Ƨӓ) 	ǋǐ

*OUIFBCPWFFRVBUJPOTD(O) = B(O) + C(O) XIFSF
ǑǋB(ƥ) = ӕYYY
B(Ʀ) = Ƥ.Ƥƪƥ ӕ[YY
B(Ƨ) = −Ƥ.ƤƤƫ ӕYY[ + Ƥ.Ƥƭƪ ӕ[YY + Ƥ.ƤƤƦӕ[[[
B(ƨ) = Ƥ.ƤƤƨJӕ YY[




C(Ʀ) = Ƥ.Ƥƪƥ ӕ[YY[E[
C(Ƨ) =( Ƥ.ƤƤƧ ӕYY[[ − Ƥ.ƤƤƧ ӕY[Y[ + Ƥ.Ƥƭƪ ӕ[YY[
+Ƥ.ƤƤƦ ӕ[[[[)E[
C(ƨ) =( Ƥ.ƤƤƦJӕ YY[[ + Ƥ.ƤƤƦJӕ Y[Y[)E[










ĉJT TFČJPO JT PSHBOJ[FE BT GPMMPXT *O TFČJPO ǋǊǉ XF PWFSWJFX UIF
#JƦ4FƧ TBNQMFHSPXUIQSPDFEVSFTTBNQMFDIBSBČFSJ[BUJPOSFTVMUTBOE
UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM BQQBSBUVT VTFE UP NFBTVSF TFDPOE IBSNPOJD HFOFS
BUJPO GSPN NBUFSJBM TVSGBDFT *O TFČJPO ǋǊǊ XF ĞVEZ UIF ėSĞ PSEFS
MJOFBS PQUJDBM SFĝPOTF PG #JƦ4FƧ *O TFČJPO ǋǊǋ XF DIBSBČFSJ[F UIF
TFDPOE PSEFS OPOMJOFBS PQUJDBM SFĝPOTF BOE ĞVEZ UIF FĎFČT PG TVS






XBT HSPXO CZ NFMUJOH B ǉǈ H ĞPJDIJPNFUSJD NJYUVSF PG #J BOE 4F TIPU
XJUI USBDF BNPVOUT PG "T QPXEFS 	YǈǈǈǉǊǑ
 JO BO FWBDVBUFE RVBSU[
UVCFBUǐǍǈ◦$"ĜFSǉǊIPVSTBUUIJTUFNQFSBUVSFUIFNJYUVSFXBTDPPMFE










































































1000 900 800 700 600 500
Wavenumber (cm-1)
6B;m`2 jXkXR, "BƦa2Ƨ `27`+iBp2 BM/2t M/ T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti?X UV _2H
UOV M/ BK;BM`v ULV T`ib Q7 i?2 "BƦa2Ƨ BM/2t Q7 `27`+iBQM b  7mM+iBQM
Q7 HB;?i rp2H2M;i? +[mB`2/ #v T2`7Q`KBM; bT2+i`Qb+QTB+ 2HHBTbQK2i`v K2@
bm`2K2MibX U#V PTiB+H T2M2i`iBQM /2Ti? b  7mM+iBQM Q7 rp2H2M;i?X AMb2i,
J2bm`2/ 6hA_ `2~2+iBpBiv b  7mM+iBQM Q7 rp2MmK#2` MQ`KHBx2/ iQ i?2
`2~2+iBpBiv Q7 ;QH/X h?2 `2~2+iBpBiv KBMBKmK i rp2MmK#2` L ∼ 88d +K−Ƨ
UGQ4RXed×ƥƤƥƧ >xV Bb /m2 iQ #bQ`TiBQM i i?2 THbKQM `2bQMM+2- 7`QK r?B+?






BOE B UXPEJNFOTJPOBM BSFB EFUFČPS ĉF SFBM 	O
 BOE JNBHJOBSZ 	L






CZ Ӌ = Ӈ/ƨӍL<Ǒǐ> JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǋǊǉ	C
 8F ėOE UIBU Ӌ ∼ ǊǍ
ONBUӇǏǑǍONXIJDIJTUIFGVOEBNFOUBMXBWFMFOHUIVTFEJOBMM4)(
NFBTVSFNFOUT 4BNQMFT XFSF DIBSBČFSJ[FE CZ 'PVSJFS 5SBOTGPSN *O
GSBSFE 4QFČSPTDPQZ 	'5*3









PTDJMMBUPS ĉF ǐǈ .)[ SFQFUJUJPO SBUF XBT SFEVDFE UP ǉǎ .)[ CZ B
QVMTF QJDLFS BOE UIF BWFSBHF MBTFS JOUFOTJUZ PG ǈǎǋ L8DNƦ VTFE GPS




ǑǏ6B;m`2 jXkXk, a>: 2tT2`BK2MiH TT`imbX a+?2KiB+ Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2M@
iH HvQmi b?QrBM; i?2 +QKTH2i2 #2K Ti?X h?2 Ti? Q7 i?2 7mM/K2MiH
UӗV M/ b2+QM/ ?`KQMB+ UkӗV #2Kb `2 b?QrM BM `2/ M/ #Hm2 `2bT2+iBp2HvX
1tT2`BK2Mib r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/ BM  /`F 2M+HQbm`2 iQ pQB/ bi`v HB;?i Ub22
+QMiQm`VX PTiB+H 2H2K2Mib `2 /2MQi2/ b 7QHHQrb, TQH`BxBM; #2K bTHBii2`
US"aV- [m`i2`@ M/ ?H7@rp2 THi2 UӇ/ƨ M/ Ӈ/ƦV- #2K bTHBii2` U"aV- TQ@
H`BxiBQM }Hi2` US6V M/ Ҽ@#`BmK #Q`i2 U""PVX S?QiQKmHiBTHB2` im#2b `2
/`rM b `2+iM;H2b i?i K2bm`2 i?2 Qmi;QBM; a>: rBi? 1PVU M/ 4PVU TQH`@
BxiBQMb b H#2H2/X h?2 T?QiQKmHiBTHB2` im#2 mb2/ iQ K2bm`2 Hb2` BMi2MbBiv
~m+imiBQMb Bb H#2H2/ *OPSNX qp2H2M;i? }Hi2`b `2 /`rM b ~i #Hm2 bi`BTbX
AMb2i, J2bm`2/ a>: BMi2MbBiv i ӓ = Ƥ BM i?2 1JO@1PVU TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2@
i`v b  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 7mM/K2MiH HB;?i BMi2MbBivX h?2 `2/ HBM2 Bb  }i i?i







BOE TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ NFBTVSFE VTJOH DBMJCSBUFE QIPUPNVMUJQMJFS UVCFT
TFOTJUJWF UP ǋǉ F7 QIPUPOT #FGPSF UIF QIPUPNVMUJQMJFS UVCFT UIF SF
ĚFČFE GVOEBNFOUBM MJHIU XBT SFNPWFE UISPVHI CPUI BCTPSQUJWF BOE
JOUFSGFSFODFėMUFSJOH ĉFTFDPOEIBSNPOJDOBUVSFPGUIFEFUFČFETJH
OBMXBTDPOėSNFECZDIFDLJOHUIBUJUTDBMFERVBESBUJDBMMZXJUIUIFJO
DJEFOU CFBN JOUFOTJUZ <'JHVSF ǋǊǊ JOTFU> 1BSU PG UIF JODJEFOU CFBN
XBT ĝMJU PĎ CFGPSF UIF TBNQMF BOE QBTTFE UISPVHI B ҼCBSJVN CPSBUF
DSZĞBM UP HFOFSBUF TFDPOE IBSNPOJD MJHIU BHBJOĞ XIJDI CPUI 1 BOE 4




JODJEFOU CFBN "O BDDVSBUF BMJHONFOU XBT BDIJFWFE CZ JNBHJOH UIF
TBNQMF XJUI B ǍǈY NJDSPTDPQF PCKFČJWF BOE B IJHI SFTPMVUJPO $$%




 BYJT BOE BT B GVOČJPO PG UIF JODJEFOU QPMBSJ[BUJPO <'JHVSF
ǋǊǋ	B
> "MM TBNQMFT XFSF DMFBWFE BMPOH UIF 	ǉǉǉ
 QMBOF JO BJS PS 0Ʀ
VOEFS BNCJFOU QSFTTVSF BOE UFNQFSBUVSF QSJPS UP NFBTVSFNFOU 'PS
UIF0Ʀ NFBTVSFNFOUTBDPOUJOVPVTĚPXPG0Ʀ 	ǑǑǍƻ"JSHBT
HBTXBT






































(2) χ = 0
6B;m`2 jXkXj, a>: bKTH2 ;2QK2i`v M/ HBM2` QTiB+H `2bTQMb2X UV
a+?2KiB+ Q7 i?2 a>: bKTH2 ;2QK2i`vX am`7+2 M/ #mHF `2;BQMb `2 +QH@
Q`2/ r?Bi2 M/ ;`v `2bT2+iBp2HvX U#V hQT TM2H, LQ`KHBx2/ BMi2MbBiv Q7 i?2
`2~2+i2/ #2K i i?2 7mM/K2MiH 7`2[m2M+v *(ӗ) 7`QK i?2 URRRV bm`7+2 Q7
"BƦa2Ƨ K2bm`2/ b  7mM+iBQM Q7 xBKmi?H M;H2 ӓX .i `2 b?QrM BM i?2
1JO − 1PVU TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`v- #mi bBKBH` BbQi`QTB+ Tii2`Mb r2`2 Q#iBM2/
mM/2` HH 7Qm` HBM2` M/ 7Qm` +B`+mH` TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`B2bX "QiiQK TM2H,
AMi2MbBiv *(ӗ) i ӓ = Ƥ◦ BM i?2 1JO − 1PVU TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`v K2bm`2/ b 















UIF IPVS UJNF TDBMF CFGPSF TBUVSBUJOH 5P DIFDL UIBU UIJT JT OPU SFMBUFE
UPBDIBOHFJOUIFCVMLFMFČSPOJDĞSVČVSF XFNFBTVSFEUIFUJNFEF
QFOEFODF PG *(ӗ) JNNFEJBUFMZ BĜFS DMFBWJOH JO UIF 1JO − 1PVU HFPN




JO *(ӗ) XJUI UJNF XFSF PCTFSWFE BU BMM ӓ BOE JO BMM JOQVUPVUQVU QPMBS
J[BUJPOHFPNFUSJFT
ǋǊǋ 4ĹķŃłĸŃŇĸĹŇłŃłŀĽłĹĵŇŃńŉĽķĵŀŇĹňńŃłňĹ
8F OPX DIBSBČFSJ[F UIF TFDPOEPSEFS OPOMJOFBS PQUJDBM SFĝPOTF CZ
NFBTVSJOHUIFTFDPOEIBSNPOJDMJHIUHFOFSBUFEGSPN#JƦ4FƧ	ǉǉǉ
 &RVB
ǉǈǉ(c)           Pin-Sout






(a)           Pin-Pout (b)       Sin-Pout































































φ (deg.) φ (deg.)
6B;m`2 jXkX9, _QiiBQMH MBbQi`QTv Q7 a>: 7`QK "BƦa2ƧURRRVX LQ`KH@
Bx2/ a>: BMi2MbBiv *UkӗV 7`QK i?2 "BƦa2ƧURRRV bm`7+2 K2bm`2/ b  7mM+iBQM
Q7 xBKmi?H M;H2 ӓ #2ir22M i?2 #Bb2+i`Bt URR¯ ƦV M/ i?2 b+ii2`BM; THM2X
J2bm`2K2Mib iF2M kyy KBMmi2b 7i2` +H2p;2 BM UV 1JO@1PVU- U#V 4JO@1PVU- U+V
1JO@4PVU M/ U/V 4JO@4PVU BM+B/2Mi M/ Qmi;QBM; T?QiQM TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`B2bX
HH /i b2ib `2 MQ`KHBx2/ iQ i?2 KtBKmK BMi2MbBiv K2bm`2/ i U = ƦƤƤ
KBMb BM i?2 1JO@1PVU ;2QK2i`vX aQBH/ HBM2b `2 }ib iQ UjXeVX 6B;m`2 `2T`BMi2/
7`QK (d9)X
ǉǈǊUJPO 	ǋǎ
 TIPXT UIBU UIF UFOTPS DPNQPOFOUT PG UIF DPNCJOFE ӕ(Ʀ) +
ӕ(Ƨ)E TVTDFQUJCJMJUJFTXIJDIFODPEFUIFTVSGBDFBDDVNVMBUJPOSFHJPO
FMFČSJDBMSFĝPOTFTSFĝFČJWFMZDBOCFEFUFSNJOFECZNFBTVSJOH*(Ʀӗ)
BT B GVOČJPO PG UIF TBNQMF SPUBUJPO BOHMF ӓ JO EJĎFSFOU JOQVUPVUQVU
MJHIUQPMBSJ[BUJPOHFPNFUSJFT 'JHVSFǋǊǌTIPXUIFSFTVMUTPGUIFTFNFB
TVSFNFOUT UBLFO Ǌǈǈ NJOVUFT BĜFS UIF TBNQMF XBT DMFBWFE JO BJS 6O
MJLF UIF MJOFBS PQUJDBM SFĝPOTF <'JHVSF ǋǊǋ	C





TIPXT UIBU UIF EBUB BSF DPOTJĞFOU XJUI TVSGBDF + BDDVNVMBUJPO MBZFS
4)( GSPN #JƦ4FƧ ĉF ėU QBSBNFUFST BSF TIPXO JO 5BCMF ǋǊǉ 8F




UP BDDVNVMBUJPO SFHJPO DPOUSJCVUJPOT 	|C(ƥ)|
 ĉF DPNQPOFOUT |D(Ʀ)|
BOE |D(Ƨ)| XIJDI DPOUBJO POMZ UFOTPS FMFNFOUT UIBU JOWPMWF BO PVU PG
QMBOFSFĝPOTFBSFTNBMMFSUIBO|D(ƥ)|CZBGBČPSPGBQQSPYJNBUFMZǊBOE




NFUSZ EFQFOEJOH PO XIFUIFS UIF PVUHPJOH QIPUPOT NFBTVSFE IBWF B
QPMBSJ[BUJPODPNQPOFOUQFSQFOEJDVMBS	1QPMBSJ[FE
PSQBSBMMFM	4QPM
ǉǈǋh#H2 jXkXR, h?Bb i#H2 /BbTHvb i?2 #2bi }i pHm2b Q7 i?2 T`K2i2`b D(O) ≡
B(O) + C(O) r?2M UjXeV M/ UjXdV `2 bBKmHiM2QmbHv }ii2/ iQ #Qi? i?2 HBM2`
TQH`BxiBQM (6B;m`2 jXkX9) M/ +B`+mH` TQH`BxiBQM (6B;m`2 jXkXd) a>: /i
iF2M kyy KBMmi2b 7i2` +H2p;2X h?2 ′ M/ ′′ `272`b iQ i?2 `2H M/ BK;BM`v
T`ib `2bT2+iBp2Hv- M/ HH T`K2i2`b `2 ;Bp2M BM i2`Kb Q7 Bib `iBQ iQ D(ƥ)′
X
D(ƥ)′ D(ƥ)′′ D(Ʀ)′ D(Ʀ)′′ D(Ƨ)′ D(Ƨ)′′ D(ƨ)′ D(ƨ)′′ D(Ʃ)′ D(Ʃ)′′
ǉ Ǌǈǈ ǈǎǈ ǈǏǉ ǉǌǎ ǈǌǌ ǈǋǋ ǈǋǑ ǈǎǌ ǈǈǈ
BSJ[FE
UPUIFTBNQMFQMBOFSFĝFČJWFMZ #FDBVTF4QPMBSJ[FEMJHIUPOMZ
IBT JOQMBOF FMFČSJDėFME DPNQPOFOUT JU JT POMZ B TFOTJUJWF NFBTVSF
PG UIF JOQMBOF SFĝPOTF FODPEFE CZ D(ƥ) ĉJT MJLFMZ PSJHJOBUFT GSPN
UIFBOIBSNPOJDQPMBSJ[BCJMJUZPGUIF4F4FCPOET<'JHVSFǋǉǉ>XIJDI
IBWFBǎGPMETZNNFUSJDBSSBOHFNFOUJOUIFTBNQMFQMBOF 0OUIFPUIFS
IBOE CFDBVTF 1QPMBSJ[FE MJHIU DPOUBJOT BO FMFČSJDėFME DPNQPOFOU
BMPOHˆ [ JU JT B TFOTJUJWF NFBTVSF PG UIF PVUPGQMBOF SFĝPOTFT D(Ʀ) BOE
D(Ƨ) ĉFTF PSJHJOBUF GSPN UIF 4F#J CPOET XIJDI IBWF B ǋGPME TZN
NFUSJDBSSBOHFNFOUUIBUFYUFOEJOUPUIFCVML
ǋǊǌ 4ŊŇĺĵķĹŁŃŀĹķŊŀĵŇĸŃńĽłĻĹĺĺĹķŉňŃł4)(




























P- P in out S- P in out






























































P- P in out
P- S in out
S- P in out
S- S in out
0 60 120























φ (deg.) φ (deg.)
(e) (b) (f)
(c) (g) (d) (h)
0 20 100 m
0 20 100 m 0 20 100 m

































6B;m`2 jXkX8, a>: ӓ /2T2M/2M+2 i /Bz2`2Mi iBK2b 7i2` +H2p;2 BM
B`X UV 1JO@1PVU- U#V 4JO@1PVU- U+V 1JO@4PVU M/ U/V 4JO@4PVU T?QiQM TQH`BxiBQM
;2QK2i`B2bX 6B;m`2 `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (d9)X
ǉǈǍ0 100 200





















P- P in out S- P in out
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6B;m`2 jXkXe, hBK2 2pQHmiBQM Q7 a>: 7i2` +H2p;2 BM B`X UV 1JO@1PVU-
U#V 4JO@1PVU- U+V 1JO@4PVU M/ U/V 4JO@4PVU T?QiQM TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`B2bX h?2 BM@
b2ib BM U+V M/ U/V b?Qr i?2 iBK2 2pQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 T2F a>: BMi2MbBiB2b bi`i@
BM; i Ryy KBMmi2b 7i2` +H2p;2 BM B`- T`BQ` iQ r?B+? i?2 bKTH2 rb MQi
2tTQb2/ iQ Hb2` HB;?iX 6B;m`2 `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (d9)X
ǉǈǎ0 100 200
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6B;m`2 jXkXd, hBK2 2pQHmiBQM Q7 }i +Q2{+B2Mib 7i2` +H2p;2 BM B`X 6Bi
+Q2{+B2Mib 7`QK }iiBM; UjXeV iQ i?2 a>: /i BM 6B;m`2 jXkX8 b  7mM+iBQM
Q7 iBK2 7i2` +H2p;2 BM B`X "2+mb2 i?2 T?b2 Q7 i?2 +QKTH2t }i T`K2i2`b
+MMQi mMB[m2Hv #2 /2i2`KBM2/- Bi Bb QMHv BM7Q`KiBp2 iQ b?Qr i?2 #bQHmi2
pHm2bX 6B;m`2 `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (d9)X
ǉǈǏJO VMUSBIJHI WBDVVN 	6)7
 UIBU BČT UP NPOPUPOJDBMMZ JODSFBTF UIF
FMFČSPO EFOTJUZ BU UIF TVSGBDF PO UIF IPVS UJNF TDBMF VOUJM B ĞBCMF BD
DVNVMBUJPO MBZFS JT GPSNFE <ǌǉ ǌǏ ǏǑ> *G 4)( GSPN #JƦ4FƧ JT JO GBČ
TVSGBDFTFOTJUJWFTVDIBTVSGBDFFMFČSPOJDDIBOHFTIPVMECFNBOJGFĞFE
JO PVS NFBTVSFNFOUT ĉJT JT CFDBVTF BT TIPXO JO TFČJPO ǋǉǉ UIF










PG UIF 4)( QFBL JOUFOTJUJFT XIJDI BMM VOEFSHP UIF TBNF NPOPUPOJD
JODSFBTF CZ BT NVDI BT ǌǈǈƻ CFUXFFO U ≈ ǉ BOE U  Ǎǈ NJOT GPMMPX
JOHDMFBWBHFBĜFSXIJDIUIFZTBUVSBUFUPBWBMVFUIBUSFNBJOTDPOĞBOU
PVUUPBUMFBĞǎǈǈNJOT ĉJTJTBUSFOEIJHIMZDPOTJĞFOUXJUIUIFUJNF












DPOEJUJPOT TIPX OP UJNF EFQFOEFODF BOE NBUDI UIF QSFWJPVT TBUVSB
UJPOJOUFOTJUJFTTIPXTUIBUUIFPCTFSWFEUJNFFWPMVUJPOJTQVSFMZBTVS
GBDFEPQJOHFĎFČBOEOPUBQIPUPJOEVDFEFĎFČ
5P VOEFSĞBOE IPX UIF OPOMJOFBS TVTDFQUJCJMJUJFT FWPMWF XJUI UJNF
XFTJNVMUBOFPVTMZėUUIF4)(EBUBJO'JHVSFǋǊǎBUFBDIQPJOUJOUJNF
UP 	ǋǎ
 ĉF UJNF EFQFOEFODF PG UIF ėU DPFđDJFOUT JT TIPXO JO 'JH












XFWFS XF OPUF UIBU UIJT GFBUVSF JT TJNJMBS UP UIBU PCTFSWFE JO UIF SBX
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6B;m`2 jXkX3, a>: iBK2@/2T2M/2M+2 7i2` +H2p;2 BM PƦX UV hBK2 /2@
T2M/2M+2 Q7 i?2 a>: T2F BMi2MbBiB2b K2bm`2/ BM i?2 1JO@4PVU TQH`BxiBQM
;2QK2i`v 7i2` +H2pBM; BM PƦX U#V hBK2 /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 i?2 a>: KBMBK K2@
bm`2/ BM i?2 1JO@1PVU TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`v 7i2` +H2pBM; BM PƦX aBKBH` #2?p@
BQ`b r2`2 HbQ Q#b2`p2/ BM Qi?2` TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`B2bX U+V a+?2KiB+ Q7 i?2
2M2`;v 2pQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 #mHF +QM/m+iBQM #M/ KBMBKmK U&$V M/ #mHF pH2M+2
#M/ KtBKmK U&7V `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 62`KB H2p2H U&'V b  7mM+iBQM Q7 /BbiM+2
iQ i?2 PƦ +Qp2`2/ bm`7+2X U/V hBK2 /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 i?2 a>: T2F BMi2MbBiB2b
K2bm`2/ BM i?2 1JO@1PVU TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`v 7i2` +H2pBM; BM B` i?2M BKK2@
/Bi2Hv +Qp2`BM; i?2 bm`7+2 rBi? PƦ ;bX 6B;m`2 `2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (d9)X
ǉǉǈWJSPONFOUGPSUIFBCTPSQUJPOSBUFTJOBJSBOE6)7XJMMCFEJĎFSFOUCZ
PSEFST PG NBHOJUVEF *U NVĞ UIFSFGPSF CF EVF UP BO JOUSJOTJD NBUFSJBM
QSPQFSUZ *OUSJOTJD CBOECFOEJOH JT LOPXO UP PDDVS UISPVHI UIF NJ
HSBUJPOPGDIBSHFEJNQVSJUJFTXJUIJOUIFDSZĞBMmBQSPDFTTUIBUDBOUBLF
QMBDFPOUIFIPVSUJNFTDBMF<ǉǈǉ> *GUIJTJTUIFDBTFJOPVSTBNQMFTUIF
NJHSBUJOH JNQVSJUJFT BSF NPĞ MJLFMZ OFHBUJWFMZ DIBSHFE 4F WBDBODJFT
XIJDI BSF QSPMJėD JO #JƦ4FƧ UIBU NBZ NPWF UP UIF TVSGBDF UP MPXFS UIF
TVSGBDFFOFSHZPGUIFUPQNPĞ4FMBZFSBĜFSDMFBWJOHUIFSFCZJODSFBTJOH
UIFTVSGBDFDBSSJFSEFOTJUZ
"MUIPVHI XF IBWF TIPXO UIBU UIF ӕ(Ʀ) BOE ӕ(Ƨ)E DPOUSJCVUJPOT UP
4)(GSPN#JƦ4FƧ	ǉǉǉ
DBOCFEJĞJOHVJTIFEJTPMBUJOHUIFTVSGBDFFMFD




JOBUFE BOE UP DPOėSN UIBU 4)( JT TFOTJUJWF UP UVOJOH UIF TVSGBDF DBS




UJBMMZ JODSFBTFT UP SFBDI BQQSPYJNBUFMZ Ǎǈ% PG UIF TBUVSBUJPO JOUFOTJUZ
WBMVFJOBJSUIFOTMPXMZEFDSFBTFTCBDLUPJUTJOJUJBMWBMVF ĉFTFSFTVMUT
TIPXUIBUFMFČSPOUSBOTGFSGSPNUIF#JƦ4FƧ TVSGBDFUPUIFBCTPSCFE0Ʀ
NPMFDVMFT UBLFT QMBDF POMZ BĜFS TPNF ėOJUF TVSGBDF DIBSHF IBT EFWFM
PQFE BOE UIBU 0Ʀ DBO SFĞPSF UIF TVSGBDF CBDL UP BO VODIBSHFE ĞBUF
XIFSF ⃗ Eǈ CVU DBOOPU IPMF EPQF CFZPOE UIJT ĞBUF <'JHVSF ǋǊǐ	D
>
ĉJTGVSUIFSJOEJDBUFTUIBU ⃗ E BSJTFTGSPNUIFNJHSBUJPOPGOFHBUJWFMZDIBS
ǉǉǉHFE 4F WBDBODJFT UP UIF TVSGBDF CFDBVTF BTTVNJOH UIBU DIBSHF USBOTGFS
POMZ UBLFT QMBDF XIFO BO 0Ʀ NPMFDVMF JT BETPSCFE BU B TVSGBDF 4F WB
DBODZ TJUF OP BEEJUJPOBM IPMF EPQJOH XJMM PDDVS PODF BMM WBDBODJFT BSF
PDDVQJFE 'JHVSF ǋǊǐ	E
 TIPXT UIBU UIJT IPMF EPQJOH EPFT OPU PD
DVSXIFOUIFTBNQMFJTDMFBWFEJOBJSUIFOJNNFEJBUFMZFYQPTFEUP0Ʀ
XIJDI DPOėSNT UIBU UIF DIBSHF USBOTGFS POMZ PDDVST CZ NPMFDVMFT JOJ
UJBMMZBCTPSCFEPOUIFTVSGBDF
"TTVNJOHUIBUUIFTVSGBDFEPQJOHJTOFHMJHJCMZTNBMMJNNFEJBUFMZBG
UFSDMFBWJOHJOBJS	⃗ E ∼ Ƥ












(ƧӍƦO)Ʀ/Ƨ = Ƥ.ƤƥƧ F7
VTJOHN = Ƥ.ƥƨNF <Ǎǌ>
ǉǉǊǋǊǍ $ĽŇķŊŀĵŇ%ĽķļŇŃĽňŁ4)(





MPHJDBM JOTVMBUPS TVSGBDF *U IBT CFFO QSPQPTFE UIBU OFX 534 CSPLFO





POMZ TFOTJUJWF UP CVML FMFČSPOT <ǐǋ> *O PSEFS UP VOEFSĞBOE XIFUIFS
TFDPOE IBSNPOJD WFSTJPOT PG TVDI FYQFSJNFOUT BSF GFBTJCMF JU JT OFD


















FYBČMZ ǉǐǈ◦ BT FYQFČFE GSPN 	ǋǏ
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6B;m`2 jXkXN, *B`+mH` /B+?`QBbK a>: 7`QK "BƦa2ƧX LQ`KHBx2/ ӓ@
/2T2M/2Mi a>: BMi2MbBiv Tii2`Mb K2bm`2/ kyy KBMmi2b 7i2` +H2p;2 BM B`
mM/2` UV H27i@+B`+mH` BM U-JOV 4PVU M/ `B;?i@+B`+mH` BM U3JOV 4PVU- M/ U#V -JO@
1PVU M/ 3JO@1PVU T?QiQM TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`B2bX aQHB/ HBM2b `2 i?2Q`2iB+H }ib
iQ UjXdVX U+V *B`+mH` /B+?`QBbK U*3 − *-V +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ /i BM TM2Hb UV
M/ U#VX U/V .Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M +B`+mH` /B+?`QBbK K2bm`2/ i kyy KBMmi2b
7i2` +H2p;2 M/ BKK2/Bi2Hv 7i2` +H2p;2X LQ`KHBx2/ a>: BMi2MbBiv Ti@
i2`Mb BM /Bz2`2Mi bKTH2b BM U2V H27i@+B`+mH` BM U-JOV 4PVU M/ `B;?i@+B`+mH` BM
U3JOV 4PVU- M/ U7V -JO@1PVU M/ 3JO@1PVU T?QiQM TQH`BxiBQM ;2QK2i`B2bX 6B;m`2
`2T`BMi2/ 7`QK (d9)X





UJCJMJUZ UFOTPS FMFNFOUT BSF QSPQPSUJPOBM UP USBOTJUJPO BNQMJUVEFT CF
UXFFOFJHFOĞBUFTĞBUFT|ƥ⟩BOE|Ʀ⟩JOUIFCBOEĞSVČVSFXIJDITDBMFBT
ƥ/( ӗ−&ƥƦ −Jҽ)XJUI&ƥƦCFJOHUIFFOFSHZEJĎFSFODFBOEҽ CFJOHBO
BCTPSQUJPOGBČPSBMBSHFJNBHJOBSZQBSUUPUIFTVSGBDFӕ(Ʀ)PDDVSTXIFO
 ӗ JT DMPTF UP BO JOUFSCBOE USBOTJUJPO 4JODF  ӗ > ρ JO PVS FYQFSJ
NFOUTVDISFTPOBOUFYDJUBUJPOTDBOSFBEJMZPDDVSCFUXFFOUIFTVSGBDF
BOECVMLDPOUJOVVNĞBUFTMFBEJOHUPQSPOPVODFE$%
8IJMF $% JT HFOFSBMMZ OPO[FSP 'JHVSF ǋǊǑ	D
 TIPXT UIBU JU WBO
JTIFT XIFO ӓ JT BO JOUFHFS NVMUJQMF PG ǎǈ◦ BOHMFT XIFSF UIF TDBĨFS
JOH QMBOF DPJODJEFT XJUI B NJSSPS QMBOF PG UIF 	ǉǉǉ
 TVSGBDF <'JHVSF
ǋǉǉ> 4VDI [FSPFT BSF QSPUFČFE CZ NJSSPS TZNNFUSZ CFDBVTF 3 BOE
-DJSDVMBSMZQPMBSJ[FEMJHIUUSBOTGPSNJOUPPOFBOPUIFSVOEFSNJSSPSSF
ĚFČJPOBCPVUUIFTDBĨFSJOHQMBOF #FDBVTFBNBHOFUJ[BUJPODBOCSFBL








ǉǉǍUBOU BOE SPCVĞ XBZ PG ĞVEZJOH UIF QIZTJDT PG TVSGBDF EPQFE UPQPMPH







> ĉFTF BQQFBS UP CF TNBMMFS 4)( FYUSFNB












UJCJMJUZ UFOTPS FMFNFOUT UIBU DPOUSJCVUF UP 4)( ĉF BOBMZTJT TIPXFE
UIBUUIFQSPDFTTJTGPSCJEEFOJOUIFCVMLPG#JƦ4FƧPXJOHUPUIFQSFTFODF
PGJOWFSTJPOTZNNFUSZCVUDBOCFHFOFSBUFEBUUIFTVSGBDFXIFSFJOWFS
TJPO TZNNFUSZ JT OFDFTTBSJMZ CSPLFO 8F BMTP GPVOE UIBU 4)( DBO CF
HFOFSBUFEOFBSUIFTVSGBDFJOUIFBDDVNVMBUJPOSFHJPOXIFSFUIFCBOE






5P UFĞ UIF NPEFM XF QFSGPSNFE 4)( FYQFSJNFOUT PO CVML TJOHMF
DSZĞBMT PG #JƦ4FƧ 8F ėSĞ EFTDSJCFE UIF TBNQMF HSPXUI QSPDFTT BOE
SFQPSUFEUIFDIBSBČFSJ[BUJPOSFTVMUT 8FBMTPEFUFSNJOFEUIFDPNQMFY
JOEFY PG SFGSBČJPO JO UIF WJTJCMF SBOHF XIJDI JT B OFDFTTBSZ JOQVU QB
SBNFUFS UP UIF UIFPSFUJDBM NPEFM CZ QFSGPSNJOH ĝFČSPTDPQJD FMMJQ
TPNFUSZNFBTVSFNFOUT 8FEFTDSJCFEUIFFYQFSJNFOUXFEFTJHOFEUP











JOH DPOĞBOU PVU UP BU MFBĞ TFWFSBM IPVST 8F BĨSJCVUFE UIJT CFIBW
JPS UP UIF TMPX GPSNBUJPO PG UIF 4)( HFOFSBUJOH BDDVNVMBUJPO SFHJPO
ǉǉǏUIBUSFTVMUTGSPNUIFJOUSJOTJDCBOECFOEJOHJO#JƦ4FƧBĜFSDMFBWJOH<ǌǉ
ǌǏ ǏǑ> 8F FĞJNBUFE GSPN UIF SFTVMUT UIBU UIF TVSGBDF BOE BDDVNVMB
UJPOSFHJPODPOUSJCVUJPOTUP4)(XFSFDPNQBSBCMFBUMPOHUJNFTJOBJS
8IFO DMFBWFE JO BO PYZHFO FOWJSPONFOU UIF 4)( JOUFOTJUZ JOJUJBMMZ
JODSFBTFEUIFOTMPXMZEFDSFBTFECBDLUPJUTJOJUJBMWBMVF ĉJTJTDPOTJT
UFOUXJUI"31&4SFTVMUTTIPXJOHUIBUEFQPTJUJOHPYZHFOPOUIFTVSGBDF
PG #JƦ4FƧ MPXFST UIF TVSGBDF DBSSJFS EFOTJUZ BOE IFODF UIF NBHOJUVEF
PG UIF CBOECFOEJOH FMFČSJD ėFME UIBU JOEVDFT 4)( JO UIF BDDVNVMB
UJPOSFHJPO<ǋǉ> ĉFTFSFTVMUTTIPXUIBU4)(DBOCFVTFEUPNPOJUPS
DIBOHFTJOUIFTVSGBDF'FSNJMFWFM
8F ėOBMMZ JOWFĞJHBUFE UIF 4)( SFĝPOTF VTJOH DJSDVMBSMZ QPMBSJ[FE
MJHIU BT B GVOČJPO PG UIF JOQMBOF DSZĞBM PSJFOUBUJPO 8F GPVOE QSP
OPVODFE DJSDVMBS EJDISPJTN BU BMM DSZĞBM SPUBUJPO BOHMFT FYDFQU BMPOH




ĉF UIFPSFUJDBM EFTDSJQUJPO BOE FYQFSJNFOUBM SFBMJ[BUJPO PG TVSGBDF
TFDPOE IBSNPOJD HFOFSBUJPO GSPN UIF #JƦ4FƧ NBUFSJBMT DMBTT QSPWJEFT
B OPWFM DPOUBČGSFF QSPCF PG FMFČSJDBM SFĝPOTF GSPN B TJOHMF TVSGBDF
PGBUPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPS ĉFBCJMJUZUPQFSGPSNTVDITVSGBDFTFOTJUJWF
FYQFSJNFOUTXJUIUVOJOHDPOUSPMPGUIFTVSGBDFDBSSJFSDPODFOUSBUJPOJO
BNCJFOU DPOEJUJPOT JT QSPNJTJOH GPS GVUVSF UFDIOPMPHJDBM BQQMJDBUJPOT
PGUPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPST
ǉǉǐ3FGFSFODFT
<ǉ> -FW %BWJEPWJDI -BOEBV &WHFOJJ .JLIBJMPWJDI -JGTIJU[ BOE
-FW 1FUSPWJDI 1JUBFWTLJJ 4UBUJĠJDBM QIZTJDT ȖOE FE $PVSTF PG
UIFPSFUJDBMQIZTJDT1FSHBNPO0YGPSEǉǑǐǈ
<Ǌ> , ,MJU[JOH ( %PSEB BOE . 1FQQFS /FX .FUIPE GPS
)JHI"DDVSBDZ %FUFSNJOBUJPO PG UIF 'JOF4USVČVSF $POĞBOU
#BTFE PO 2VBOUJ[FE )BMM 3FTJĞBODF 1IZTJDBM 3FWJFX -FĪFST
ǌǍ	ǎ
ǌǑǌmǌǑǏ"VHVĞǉǑǐǈ
<ǋ> /FJM8"TIDSPĜBOE/%BWJE.FSNJO 4PMJEĠBUFQIZTJDT )PMU
3JOFIBSUBOE8JOĞPO/FX:PSL/:ǉǑǏǎ
<ǌ> + & "WSPO % 0TBEDIZ BOE 3 4FJMFS " UPQPMPHJDBM MPPL BU UIF
RVBOUVN)BMMFĎFČ 1IZTJDT5PEBZ	"VHVĞ
"VHVĞǊǈǈǋ
<Ǎ> 4 $IFSO 0O UIF DVSWBUVSB JOUFHSB JO B 3JFNBOOJBO NBOJGPME
"OOBMTPG.BUIFNBUJDTǉǑǌǍ
<ǎ> % + ĉPVMFTT . ,PINPUP . 1 /JHIUJOHBMF BOE . EFO /JKT










<ǉǈ> # * )BMQFSJO 2VBOUJ[FE )BMM DPOEVČBODF DVSSFOU DBSSZ
JOH FEHF ĞBUFT BOE UIF FYJĞFODF PG FYUFOEFE ĞBUFT JO B UXP
EJNFOTJPOBM EJTPSEFSFE QPUFOUJBM 1IZT3FW #ǊǍ	ǌ
ǊǉǐǍm
ǊǉǑǈǉǑǐǊ
<ǉǉ> $,JĨFM *OUSPEVČJPOUP4PMJE4UBUF1IZTJDT +PIO8JMFZ4POT
*ODǍUIFEJUJPOFEJUJPOǊǈǈǍ




<ǉǋ> ' % . )BMEBOF .PEFM GPS B 2VBOUVN )BMM &ĎFČ XJUIPVU











ȕțșț ȖȔȔȚ . ,POJH 4 8JFENBOO $ #SJJOF " w 2VBOUVN
ĝJO)BMMJOTVMBUPSĞBUFJO)H5FRVBOUVNwǊǈǈǏ
<ǉǏ> .BSLVT ,ÕOJH 4UFĎFO 8JFENBOO $ISJĞPQI #SÛOF "OESFBT





<ǉǐ> $ISJĞPQI #SÛOF "OESFBT 3PUI )BSUNVU #VINBOO
&XFMJOB . )BOLJFXJD[ -BVSFOT 8 .PMFOLBNQ +PTFQI
.BDJFKLP 9JBP-JBOH 2J BOE 4IPV$IFOH ;IBOH 4QJO








JOWBSJBOU CBOE ĞSVČVSFT 1IZTJDBM 3FWJFX # ǏǍ	ǉǊ
ǉǊǉǋǈǎ
.BSDIǊǈǈǏ











<Ǌǌ> +&.PPSF ĉFCJSUIPGUPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPST /BUVSFǌǎǌǉǑǌm
ǉǑǐǊǈǉǈ
<ǊǍ> "3.FMMOJL +4-FF "3JDIBSEFMMB + -(SBC 1+.JOUVO .)




ǉǊǉ<Ǌǎ> + 8VOEFSMJDI # ( 1BSL " $ *SWJOF BOE - 1 ;BSCP 4QJO )BMM
FĎFČUSBOTJĞPS 4DJFODFǋǋǈǉǐǈǉmǉǐǈǌǊǈǉǈ
<ǊǏ> 0MFH 7 :B[ZFW +PFM & .PPSF BOE 4UFWFO ( -PVJF 4QJO 1PMBS
J[BUJPOBOE5SBOĝPSUPG4VSGBDF4UBUFTJOUIF5PQPMPHJDBM*OTV
MBUPST #JƦ4FƧ BOE #JƦ5FƧ GSPN 'JSĞ 1SJODJQMFT 1IZTJDBM 3FWJFX
-FĪFSTǉǈǍ	Ǌǎ
Ǌǎǎǐǈǎ%FDFNCFSǊǈǉǈ
<Ǌǐ> .;)BTBOBOE$-,BOF $PMMPRVJVN UPQPMPHJDBMJOTVMBUPST
3FWJFXTPG.PEFSO1IZTJDTǐǊ	ǌ
ǋǈǌǍmǋǈǎǏǊǈǉǈ














WBUJPO PG 'MPRVFU#MPDI 4UBUFT PO UIF 4VSGBDF PG B 5PQPMPHJDBM
*OTVMBUPS 4DJFODFǋǌǊ	ǎǉǍǏ
ǌǍǋmǌǍǏ0ČPCFSǊǈǉǋ
<ǋǋ> 9JBP-JBOH 2J 3VOEPOH -J +JBEPOH ;BOH BOE 4IPV$IFOH







ǉǊǊ<ǋǍ> -JBOH 'V BOE $ ,BOF 4VQFSDPOEVČJOH 1SPYJNJUZ &ĎFČ BOE
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